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August 26, 2019

TO: Jane Jacobsen, Board of Trustees Chair
Clark College
FROM: Deborah Diamond
Subject: Workplace Investigation (Knight)
Following is a report of my fact-finding investigation re: allegations of inappropriate behavior,
discriminatory treatment, and retaliation by Clark College (CC) President Bob Knight.
I. Background of the Investigation
On 06/14/2019, I was contacted by Vice President of Administrative Services Bob Williamson
and briefed on the scope of the complaint. On 06/25/2019, Board of Trustees (BOT) member
Rekah Strong forwarded three written complaints and background information for review. On
06/28/2019, Ms. Strong forwarded an additional written complaint.
II. Investigative Process
From 06/26/2019 to 07/15/2019, the Complainants, Witnesses, Board members, and the
Respondent were interviewed by Deborah Diamond and/or Investigator Pia Bloom.
Based on analysis of the interview statements, documentation, and Clark College policies, I
reached factual conclusions.
III. Summary of Factual Conclusions
Based on my investigation, I reached the following factual conclusions:
Inappropriate Behavior



Despite repeated feedback, President Knight made comments which were inappropriate,
unprofessional, and offensive. Many of the comments were micro-aggressive and related
to race and sex.
Witness Q indicated that President Knight also used the catch-phrase “trouble” to refer to
a White female.
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Workplace Environment





Witness P, Witness M, and Witness E felt tokenized when President Knight implied that
they were diversity hires and referred to them individually and collectively as his personal
diversity accomplishment. (“Look what I’ve done for diversity…I hired you”).
The complainants and several witnesses indicated that President Knight marginalized
them after they pushed social-equity issues beyond his comfort level.
The complainants and several witnesses indicated that President Knight dismissed their
assertions that persons of color were leaving because they felt they experienced a hostile
work environment at Clark College.
Witness I told Witness F and Witness E that President Knight said he suspected that
Witness M leaked the raw survey data to OPB. President Knight subsequently denied that
he said anything about suspecting Witness M.

Vice President Position













President Knight did not approve an EC-equivalent salary for Witness P as the Interim, as
he had done for White males (Person 13 and Person 12) when they were in Interim roles.
President Knight only asked Witness M to come up with a standard policy for Interim
salary-increases when a Black female (Witness P) was involved.
The 12/18/2018 EC minutes show that President Knight was present when the EC agreed
that Witness E would chair the Screening Committee of 8-10 members, including two
staff. (The Student Affairs appointee to the Screening Committee [Person 28] did not join
the staff until 04/15/2019.)
Industry best practices and Clark College past practice included direct reports on
Screening Committees for the prior AVP HR position (2 HR employees), prior VPI position
(3 employees), current CIO position (2 IT employees), and current CCO position (1
employee as Chair).
President Knight required Witness P to give written notice to the EC that she was
applying for the position and told Witness P she was shady for participating in earlier,
related discussions. President Knight did not require White males in Interim roles (Person
13, Person 12, or Witness H) to give written notification or recuse themselves from related
discussions.
President Knight interfered with the process for selecting finalists for the position.
President Knight challenged Witness P’s qualifying experience and pressured Company
B to remove Witness P from the list of finalists, circumventing the role of the Screening
Committee.
The Board of Trustees directed President Knight to pause the process for the recruitment
and leave this decision (and any other HR decisions) to the Interim or new President.
Rather than communicating that the recruitment was being paused (as per the BOT’s
direction), President Knight told the EC that he was cancelling/failing the recruitment. He
cited inequities in a process he agreed to and EC decisions which he was party to (per
the EC minutes). Although there were some procedural issues, President Knight’s focus
on precluding Witness P from the finalists was, more likely than not, his primary intent.
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Although President Knight told Witness O to have people express their concern about
retaliation in writing so that there would be documentation to protect them when they
made a complaint, he is critical and suspicious of Witness P, Witness M, and Witness E
doing exactly that.
Although (as a best practice) reallocations are generally completed within 60 days, there
appear to be legitimate business reasons (union negotiations, employee retirement) for
the delay in processing a reallocation of Witness O’s position. There appear to be
legitimate business reasons (employee retirement, union negotiations) for the delay in
processing a reallocation of Witness O’s position. There is no evidence that Witness E
and/or Witness M had Witness O’s position reallocated or salary adjusted to get her to
make false statements about President Knight’s contacts with her.
Witness P, Witness M, and Witness E claimed that they were each adversely affected, or
feared they would be adversely affected, by President Knight’s treatment.
Witness P was adversely affected by President Knight’s decision to cancel the
recruitment by her private personnel information being disclosed in the 05/28/2019 EC
minutes published on the Clark College intranet.
To date, there is not sufficient evidence that Witness M and/or Witness E have in fact
been adversely affected by President Knight’s words and/or actions in direct relation to
their prior protected activity.

IV. Investigation of Allegations
A. Timeline
B. Inappropriate Behavior
C. Discriminatory Actions
C.1. Workplace Environment
C.2. Vice President Position
C.3. Budget Cuts
C.4. Company A Training
C.5. Facebook Posting
D. Retaliation
A. Timeline
11/28/2017
01/16/2018
07/02/2018
07/10/2018
08/16/2018
10/08/2018
01/24/2019
03/26/2019
04/26/2019
05/13/2019
05/23/2019
05/24/2019

BOT member alerted Knight to Witness A’s Facebook posting
Witness D hired
Witness E hired
Witness P appointed to
role
Witness M hired
OPB published first article
OPB published second article
Company A conducted first cultural sensitivity training
Company A conducted second cultural sensitivity training
Knight told Witness I/Witness F that new EC people responsible for the 5% cut
BOT Pollard notified Knight that he was the respondent in several complaints
BOT Strong explained the complaint-filing process to Witnesses E, M, and P
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05/28/2019
05/28/2019
05/28/2019
06/10/2019
06/11/2019
06/18/2019
06/20/2019
06/25/2019
06/27/2019

Witness E and Witness P filed complaints against Knight
Knight notified EC that he was cancelling recruitment
Witness M filed complaint against Knight
Witness P told Witness A that Knight mentioned 11/28/2017 Facebook post
Knight took issue with Witness M signing contracts without his authorization
Knight emailed rationale for cancelling recruitment
Knight called Witness O and asked her for any complaints against Witness E
Witness H sent group email to identified witnesses
Witness A filed complaint against Knight

B. Allegation: Inappropriate Behavior
B.1. Witness Statements
Investigator’s Note: First-hand statements are indicated with an *
Witness J








President Knight often refers to women of color as “trouble” or “troublemakers”. *
When I was at a CTCLD Meeting with President Knight, a president from another college
approached me about a position at her college. President Knight walked up and
interrupted saying, “You don’t want to hire her, she’s a troublemaker!” The other president
quickly ended the conversation and I was not contacted about the job.*
In public forums, he referred to
Witness P as the
, which I find to be very diminishing. He has characterized serious community
work as just getting together to have fun.*
At a farewell party for Person 10 (African American) in March 2018, President Knight
arrived toward the end of the party and sat down at a table with Person 10 and several
women of color. He demanded to know why Person 10 had not been willing to do an exit
interview with him. I told President Knight that it was not an appropriate time or setting for
him to bring that up.*
President Knight’s individual comments and actions may not be considered oppressive,
but it is alarming when his micro-aggressions are so pervasive. He cultivates a façade of
cluelessness and says he is just kidding, but he has repeatedly been made aware of the
impact of his words and actions.

Witness R



I have heard President Knight say “Here comes trouble!” to Witness J, Person 3, and
other women of color, even after these women have said they felt uncomfortable with that
phrase.*
During the going-away party for Person 10 (Black female), everyone was giving speeches
and wishing her the best. President Knight came in late and sat with a group of women of
color. While sitting around a table, President Knight asked Person 10 why she declined
an exit interview with him, she became visibly upset. When he asked her why she was
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becoming emotional, Person 10 responded that she did not feel comfortable or safe
talking to him and began to cry.*
Other women of color at the table shared their experiences of feeling unwelcome and also
got emotional. President Knight said he needed specific examples of how he makes
people feel unsafe or causes harm. Someone told him that his constant use of
“troublemaker” and other allegedly joking comments were hurtful and traumatizing to
women of color.*
Someone pointed out to the President that he was constantly talking over women rather
than listening, as he was doing now. Someone else finally told him that it was not
appropriate for him to bring up these volatile issues at a going-away party.*

Witness E





President Knight continuously makes inappropriate and/or tokenizing comments and does
not respond to related feedback with humility. He minimizes and deflects responsibility by
saying that is not what he meant or he was just joking or we are too sensitive.*
When President Knight sees a person of color, he often says, “Here comes trouble!”
When he sees persons of color talking to each other, he says something like, “Oh, oh,
trouble!” or “What are you scheming?” He has repeatedly been told that calling persons of
color trouble is offensive, but he continues to do it.*
I have heard President Knight make these statements about “trouble” multiple times
throughout the past year, though I cannot specifically recall dates. He shared with me in
several 1:1 sessions that people have said they were not comfortable with him saying
this, though he stated he does not mean anything by it. I recall these conversations
starting around the time of the OPB articles being published. Whenever he brought this
up, I would agree that statements like this could be taken as offensive and advised him
not to say those things. *

Witness I


President Knight commits micro-aggressions against women in general and women of
color. For example, President Knight asked Witness P who helped her write a particular
document. I know that Witness P can write very well. It was a paper-cut but still
offensive.*

Witness P


President Knight says whatever he wants without filters and then just laughs about it or
denies it when he is called out. In April 2018, Witness D (Hispanic female) joined a
conversation I was having with President Knight about social equity issues. Witness D
took notes and gave President Knight feedback on a long list of what she called cringeworthy comments, but his behavior did not improve. His lack of thought or censoring of
his words continued even after he was repeatedly given feedback on how offensive his
words can be.*
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Witness D






I recognize that President Knight talks over people and says things jokingly that are
culturally insensitive or otherwise inappropriate. He has a disconnect and often does not
realize he has done anything wrong. His comments do not seem to be out of hatred or
bigotry; they seem to be out of ignorance. These comments do not offend me, but I can
see how others would be offended.*
In an Executive Cabinet meeting, I offered to mediate issues of race for him, as long as
he was open to learning and growing. I said I would not be going in with his arm over my
shoulder as his minority cabinet member. I said I would be there as an observer and
would follow up with him, highlighting what he is doing wrong.*
On 04/12/2018, I mediated an equity conversation President Knight was having with
Witness P. I took notes and gave him feedback on a list of what I considered to be cringeworthy statements he made. The cringe-worthy statements happened when he became
visibly agitated, stopped listening, and started defending the college’s record. Immediately
after the meeting, we reviewed my notes and I gave him my feedback.*

Witness O


President Knight is consistently disrespectful to women on campus. He talks over them,
shuts them down, and says derogatory comments like “If you wanted more money, you
should have married better.”*

Witness Q


President Knight does not joke around with me, which I attribute to his military sense of
hierarchy and rank. He does seem to tease certain women (e.g., Person 17, who mutually
engages in what another Dean has described as “ball-busting” humor with him). I have
also heard him say his catch phrase “Here comes trouble!” to a White female (Person
25).*

B.2. Respondent Statements
Bob Knight



I have used the phrase “here comes trouble” during the first 13 years I worked at Clark
College. I used the phrase as a term of affection when comfortable with a person or group
of people I knew well regardless of their race or color.
Several years ago, at a Washington Faculty and Staff of Color Conference, I was listening
to a presentation by two Clark College employees, Witness P and Person 3. Both are
African American. They were speaking about Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) that
we had recently started at Clark College. An audience member asked, “How were they
able to start these ERGs at the college?” Person 3 replied by saying, “Ask our president,
he is in the audience.” I responded in jest stating that I do not control them, that they are
trouble.
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Several weeks later, Person 1,
and member of the Social Equity
Council, met with me in my office to share that someone in the audience was offended by
my comments. This was the first time in 13 years at the college that I was told people of
color may take offense to this phrase.
I approached Person 3 to apologize if I offended her. She told me that she was not
offended. I approached Person 2, an African American who works in Student Affairs and
a person I had a good relationship with, about the use of the word. She told me that she
was not offended by the word. I told her that I would apologize to Witness P. Person 2
recommended that I not do so to avoid making Witness P uncomfortable.
After recognizing that my colleagues may be offended by the use of the word “trouble,” I
stopped using the comments. I have not called anyone at the college “trouble” since my
conversation with Person 1 [approximately 2 years ago].
The investigators asked about an allegation that I interrupted a conversation Witness J
was having with another college president. They stated that I said that Witness J should
not be hired because she is trouble. This is incorrect. I did not call her trouble, and
especially did not do so while interrupting her conversation with another school president.
The questioning during the interview was the first time I had heard about this allegation.
I was asked by D Diamond if I walked up to Witness P, Witness M and Witness E at a
recent legislative breakfast and said they “looked like trouble.” I do not recall saying that
nor did anyone bring it to my attention until D Diamond asked me about it in the interview.
I was asked about a mix-up with participant nametags at the same legislative breakfast.
Several of the breakfast attendees, executive cabinet members and trustees did not have
pre-made nametags. At a following executive cabinet meeting, Witness P complained that
she did not have a pre-made nametag and inferred that it was because she was a person
of color. This is unequivocally false. Person 14, a white male and Ms. Jane Jacobsen, a
white female and trustee, among others, did not receive pre-made nametags. A new
employee in the Office of Communications and Marketing organized the legislative
breakfast and made mistakes with the nametags due to confusion with the RSVP
process.
I was asked to speak about the conversation I had at the farewell reception I attended for
Person 10. I attended Person 10’s farewell reception as I try to do with all employees who
leave the college and have a farewell reception. My purpose to attend the farewell
reception was to thank her for her service to students.
I joined a table where Person 10 and several other employees were talking. I asked
Person 10 if she was going to stop by my office for an exit briefing with me before she left.
The conversation turned into a heavy discussion about concerns she and other people of
color had about the college.
I met with a couple of women who were at the table a few weeks later to obtain a clearer
understanding of the concerns. I brought the insight gained from those conversations
back to the Executive Cabinet for discussion and action.
I also followed up with Witness C, who Person 10 worked under. Person 10 only wanted
to work three days a week in order to allow her to develop her own counseling business.
This was an issue with her supervisors and the college, as they hired her to work five
days a week.
I was accused of making various inappropriate comments during my presidency. The
investigators mentioned that there have been complaints that I have made miscellaneous
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comments that were inappropriate or insensitive. During my 13 years as president of
Clark College, I have spoken publicly hundreds of times. If I have said things that made
people feel uncomfortable, I have apologized, learned from it, and resolved to do better. I
have learned a great deal over the years and will continue to learn.
Some vague allegations were made about inappropriate comments I made over 13 years
as president:
o The investigators mentioned a complainant said that I told a faculty member to marry
better if they wanted more money when talking about salary. I do not recall making
that kind of comment.
o A complaint alleged that I joked about filing a #MeToo complaint. I do not recall
making that kind of comment.
o A complaint was that I questioned Witness P about a particular document that she
provided and whether she wrote it herself or had help. I do not recall any specific
document I questioned her about but would not be surprised if I did ask her if she had
help. I encourage all employees to get help and have another set of eyes look at any
written document before it goes final. I certainly do that with my written documents. If I
did ask Witness P about a document in email it certainly was not to disparage her. (D
Diamond questioned me about an email I sent to the screening committee cancelling
the search. The investigators said it was well written and did not look like my writing. I
did not take offense to their questioning.)

B.3. Documentation
[Investigator’s Note: Relevant sections of documents are excerpted.]


Exhibit 1: Complaint filed by Witness P 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 2: Complaint filed by Witness E 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 3: Complaint filed by Witness M 05/28/2019.



Exhibit 4: 06/14/2019 email from Person 8 to Witness M:
“On Monday, June 10, I attended the LGBTQ Graduation Reception at Clark College.
After the reception, I was speaking with a colleague, Person 9,
for
MESA…[she] reminded President Knight that he hugged her at graduation that year.
President Knight immediately responded by tapping her on the shoulder and saying, “Oh
you’re not going to accuse me of one of those Me Too’s now are you?”…We both found
this comment to be out of touch with Clark College’s values and mission regardless of
President Knight’s clearly humorous intentions.”



Exhibit 5: Witness D’s notes from 04/12/2018 discussion with Witness P
“Witness H did a great job listening and responding to questions appropriately in the
beginning of the meeting. Noting he understands the challenges and was open to
discussing how we can make changes in our environment. There was a definite shift in
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Bob's behavior and demeanor towards the end of the meeting. I noted above with cw
where it was clear Bob stopped listening and was just noting how everyone else outside
of Clark thought we were doing great with E&I.
Witness D note: cw comments Bob K seems to have stopped listening and moved to
defending college, seemed agitated and annoyed. These comments are not what is
needed in this moment. I explained to Bob, he needs to listen, support our staff and assist
with resources and an action plan going forward. Clearly there are challenges he needs to
acknowledge. His inconsistency is what is feeding the mistrust.”
B.4. Analysis and Conclusions



Despite repeated feedback, President Knight made comments which were inappropriate,
unprofessional, and offensive. Many of the comments were micro-aggressive and related
to race and sex.
Witness Q indicated that President Knight also used the catch-phrase “trouble” to refer to
a White female.

C. Allegation: Discriminatory Actions
C.1. Workplace Environment
C.1.1. Witness Statements
Witness C





I have observed President Knight showing support of students and faculty of color and
genuinely trying to engage and support diversity. There have been difficult moments
when his actions and words were not aligned with our value of social equity.
President Knight expressed support and enthusiasm for the hiring Witness D, Witness E,
and Witness M, each are women of color and the top candidates for the positions.
However, there is really not a system for intentionally mentoring new leaders. President
Knight’s early support of new cabinet members is not sustainable/sustained beyond the
initial onboarding process.
The new members, four women (three women of color), are asking important questions
and challenging Cabinet to address/view past practices differently. There are new ideas
and opinions about the future direction of the college. I am aware that members of EC
feel that President Knight has questioned concerns about a hostile environment for
women of color.

Witness H


When I first joined the Executive Cabinet (EC) in 2009, I was surprised by how President
Knight treated
Person 11, an African American female. As Person 11
was presenting the Cultural Pluralism Plan, President Knight ignored her or barked at her
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(e.g., for using the word “charged”, which he said was only appropriate in a military
context). Person 11 was clearly distressed by this disrespectful treatment.
I have also observed over the years that President Knight marginalized Witness I, a White
female. He would talk over Witness I and not make eye contact with her, modelling
disrespectful behavior and enabling several other White males on the EC to feel free to
treat her the same way.
President Knight clearly needs Witness I’s expertise and respected her intelligence, but
he tends to run out of patience with her and audibly sighs. He was very disrespectful
during Witness I’s difficult pregnancy and had no rational reason for not allowing her to
work at home.
President Knight listens to men on the EC (other than me) deferentially, grants them
respect, and finds ways to promote them. He seems to favor as leaders tall, White
extroverted men who share his locker-room, slap-on-the-back, Rotarian humor (e.g.,
Witness C, Person 13, and Person 12).
President Knight was very excited about adding four women of color to the EC (Witness
D, Witness E, Witness M, and Witness P) within the last year, but it was clear that his
excitement was self-focused, i.e., “Check that box! Look at me! I’m wonderful!” President
Knight introduced them to internal and external audiences as examples of how he
personally was moving diversity initiatives forward, rather than acknowledging that they
were the most qualified candidates for the positions.
President Knight initially treated Witness E and Witness M with a great deal of respect in
EC meetings. However, as they began to push the EC on equity issues, he made it clear
that their input was only welcome if they stayed in their lanes. He bristled whenever one
of them challenged a decision through an equity lens and countered by rattling of all of his
diversity accomplishments to date.
President Knight gets combative whenever equity issues are brought up. He minimizes
the messengers and marginalizes their voices. He showed that he was not interested in
self-reflection and did not want to engage in difficult conversations about race, equity, or
social justice. He cannot admit that he is not culturally competent and therefore will not
commit to growing and learning.

Witness J





Originally, the direct interactions I had with President Knight were friendly. He would say
hello and ask how I was doing. Over time, his attitude changed as I voiced my concerns
about equity issues on campus.
When President Knight was speaking at a public forum and said that women of color were
leaving for better pay. I responded by saying that they were not leaving for higher salaries
elsewhere but rather because of the structure of our organization and the institutional
inequities that created a hostile environment for women of color.
At an Instructional Council leadership meeting, President Knight joined a discussion
several women were having about the college climate. He encouraged us to share our
frustrations. We asked for assurances that we would not be retaliated against for
expressing ourselves. He said there would be no retaliation. We talked about his jokes
and his culturally insensitive comments having real consequences. When he again
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asserted that women of color were leaving because Clark could not pay higher salaries, I
repeated that women were leaving because of the hostile environment.
Witness N











My interactions with President Knight have been limited to a few conferences and a few
activities on campus. He often seems overly familiar and makes inappropriate jokes, but
he was not overtly disrespectful to me until I started pushing equity issues.
At an October 2016 faculty breakfast-group meeting, President Knight avoided answering
my pointed questions about equity issues on campus.
In May 2018, President Knight arrived at my tenure-track interview 16 minutes late,
rushed me, and stared at the clock the whole time. He was clearly not listening and
ignored my questions regarding equity issues on campus. Strangely, he avoided all eye
contact. I cannot help but think that my being an openly queer woman who was 38-weeks
pregnant at the time did not comply with his idea of a tenure-track professional. I was not
selected.
At a Guided Pathways conference in January 2019, President Knight actually pretended
not to know me and then made a hasty escape when I reminded him who I was.
On 06/10/2019 at the LGBTQ+ graduation, after the ceremony was wrapping up,
President Knight grabbed the microphone and shifted the conversation to his
accomplishments. He seemed tense and talked over the heads of the graduates, not
really connecting. It was inappropriate and awkward.
President Knight is particularly inappropriate with women of color. He cross-talks,
interrupts, and is rude. He pointedly ignores Witness P and other employees in her Office.
At meetings with the Board of Trustees, President Knight ignores the women of color,
although he interacts freely with White attendees like Person 14 and Witness I.
President Knight’s comments and behavior create an oppressive and disrespectful
climate for women of color at Clark College.

Witness G





President Knight and I typically had friendly interactions. However, things felt more distant
for a while after a farewell reception for a faculty member, who had resigned largely
because she did not feel welcome as a Black, queer femme.
President Knight arrived at the function late and joined several women of color and others
sitting with the departing faculty member. He told her that he would have liked to do an
exit interview with her. When she declined, one of the other attendees suggested that
maybe not everyone felt safe having that conversation with him. President Knight seemed
reluctant to believe that there were women of color who did not feel safe on campus. He
did not initially seem to understand the factors involved in their concerns since they were
referencing other types of “safety,” and not necessarily physical threat. He asked what
could be done to change this, and people provided ideas and suggestions while
expressing frustrations.
Within the next couple of weeks, President Knight stopped by to see me and another
colleague (who had also been involved in the previous discussion). He wanted to talk to
us more about why people of color were leaving the college. We both agreed to go to
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lunch and discuss it with him. I asked for his assurance as to whether he was truly open
to honest feedback. He said yes, stating he really wanted to learn, and he wanted us to
speak freely. My colleague and I shared examples and concerns with him.
My colleague also reminded him that repeatedly calling people of color “trouble,” (i.e.
“here comes trouble”) even in a teasing way, can be triggering and disrespectful. I know
he had already heard this from others on multiple occasions. However, to my knowledge
he did not stop doing this until much later. This was problematic, particularly since these
comments were often made in front of students or other colleagues, which can create
reputational concerns coming from a person with such a high level of authority.
President Knight had also insisted on multiple occasions that women of color were
leaving Clark to accept “great job opportunities”. My colleague and I told him this was not
the entire story. Many of these women really wanted to stay at Clark, but they did not feel
it was a healthy or welcoming environment for them. By denying the real reasons for their
departure, it minimized the existing climate issues on campus. Unfortunately, President
Knight continued to share the same narrative, even at an open forum that was held
shortly thereafter. At this forum, he mentioned two former staff members by name (both
women of color) and said that they are gone and people just need to get over it and move
on. Again, this effectively brushed aside underlying issues and concerns.
Although I was mindful of being constructive and respectful in our conversation, I later
experienced anxiety about having spoken freely, despite being specifically asked to do
so.
At his retirement event, President Knight mentioned in a speech that Clark has been
working to give a voice to those who have not had one, but stated that “it’s been hard and
it’s been painful.” People have commented that this statement created a perception of
insensitivity surrounding the difficulties endured by those whose voices have historically
been suppressed.
I used to defend President Knight, saying he was well intentioned and still learning.
However he cannot claim ignorance forever.

Witness P








President Knight engages in a pattern of bullying behavior and uses his positional power
in harmful ways. As the
I had a
responsibility to mitigate the college’s potential liability in pending matters. I also
repeatedly came to him to talk to him about how micro-aggressions affect the culture and
climate of the college and how his negative engagement with the community is harmful.
What President Knight values is checking the box of having a DEI office and making
himself look good in the community. He prides himself on the diverse hires he made
within the last year but makes it sound tokenizing when he focuses exclusively on the
hire’s racial diversity rather than them being the best candidates for the jobs.
When the Oregon Public Broadcasting (OPB) article dropped in October 2018, President
Knight wanted to deny the statements made and defend himself. I advised that instead of
defending, we should listen to the community and try to ensure that we do better in the
future.
Instead, President Knight hired a PR firm. They acted more like a vacuum cleaner hired to
clean up the mess, rather than acknowledging the missteps and focusing on efforts
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When the OPB article came out, I was highly offended by the statement at the end
stating, that many “would be watching closely” to see how long Witness E and I last. I
found it very disturbing when President Knight’s focus was on how the College could spin
this, without seeming to care about how Witness E and I may have been blindsided by the
article, any personal harm to me and/or my reputation, or this idea people were waiting for
us to fail.
When the second OPB article came out 01/28/2019, it referenced raw data from a survey
conducted by the Office of Planning and Effectiveness. President Knight told various EC
and Board of Trustees members that he suspected that either Witness E or I, women of
color, had leaked the information. When this information came out in the 02/12/2019 EC
meeting, he acted stunned and surprised. He requested to meet with us individually to get
specifics. When I told him that he was the originator of the rumor, he denied implicating
us. However, there are credible statements from an EC and BOT member stating
otherwise.

Witness E










It was a big change when Witness D (Hispanic female), Witness M (African American
female), Witness P (African American), and I joined the EC in the last year. President
Knight did not welcome our regularly examining the policies, practices, and barriers within
the institution from an equity framework. He would regularly take equity-related items off
the EC agenda and say we were not going to get into that or that other issues were of
priority.
There were many instances where President Knight reflexively looked to persons of color,
when everyone on the EC should have been involved in and responsible for social-equity
issues that related to their functions. If the issue related to my function, then I could
understand me being asked to review curriculum related issues or HR reviewing hiring
practices but often the issues were global in nature and related to equity issues across
the college. This leads to an increased workload for persons of color, while others are not
held accountable.
When the first scathing article was published by OPB in October 2018, I was alarmed
when it ended with taking bets on how long Witness M and I would last. President Knight
made it sound like it was just a few disgruntled employees who had personality conflicts
with others, but it was clearly more than that. President Knight would insist that the
college was doing things and say, “That’s why I hired you, Witness E and Witness M and
Witness D, and Witness P.”
The PR firm hired to handle damage control from the first OPB article coordinated a
campus climate survey. The raw data was compiled by Planning & Development and later
after EC received the raw results, the themes were summarized by Witness P to send to
the college community. President Knight had communicated to the college community
that he would share the raw results. The EC knew that this would not be a good idea. The
results of the survey were almost solely focused on discontent with President Knight’s
leadership, indicating that many respondents felt he was biased or worse.
When OPB published a follow-up article in January 2019, it included raw data from the
survey. President Knight immediately stated to other EC members that he suspected that
Witness M and I were the ones who leaked the data. Witness M and I brought the issue
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up at EC without naming him personally, stating that there were rumors that she and I
were the leakers. He seemed shocked and asked if we knew who would say that. We
both stated that yes, we were aware. I later followed up with him that day in his office to
let him know that I heard he was the source of these allegations. He denied it and stated
that actually, others had come to him to state that they thought it was me and that he
vigorously denied it.
Witness I















I was excited when three women of color were hired because of the changing
demographics of our community and the students we serve and the importance of having
an executive leadership team that is reflective of the community we serve. I had been the
only woman on the EC for years. I hoped we could get beyond the White-male EC and
engage the College in real social equity work to better serve our community.
The first OPB article published in October 2018 was accurate in terms of the specific
incidents for the women of color in the article. The College responded by hiring a PR firm
who recommended that we conduct a survey. I thought the purpose of the survey was to
minimize the allegations and show that it was only a few people who were disgruntled. I
did not have the opportunity to advise whether to conduct this survey because this survey
was proposed during the accreditation visit. Between the accreditation visit and my
vacation, I worked with Witness P and one of my staff to revise the questions. My office
presented the data in raw form broken out by people of color and White people. Witness
P and Witness M summarized the results.
When the 01/24/2019 OPB article came out referencing raw data from the survey, it was
clear that someone had leaked the information to the reporter. Initially, I was concerned
that someone on my staff was responsible, but I confirmed that that was not the case
when I read the OPB article.
I saw President Knight a few days after the January OPB article. I assured him it was not
my staff and pointed out that the SharePoint files could be accessed by the EC members
and their Executive Assistants. He suggested it could have been Witness M. I said I was
sure it was not Witness M.
A few days later, in a meeting with Witness E and Witness Q, Witness E told me she
thought Witness H was the leaker. Witness Q asked if he should leave and Witness E told
him, “No, this pertains to you too.” I told Witness E that I was concerned that President
Knight had concerns about Witness M. Witness E wanted to alert Witness M, but I
thought that Witness M was already hurt. I thought she was doing a good job and this
would cause a distraction from the good work she was doing. I thought we agreed that
Witness E would not to tell Witness M about this.
That night Witness E texted me and told me she had reached out to Witness M and told
her that President Knight suspected her. I was upset and told Witness E that if anyone
was going to tell her it should have been me and that I thought Witness E’s behavior was
very divisive.
I knew Witness M was mad at me for not telling her. I wanted to talk with her, but I
decided I needed to step back.
About three weeks later in an EC meeting, Witness E expressed outrage that she had
been accused of leaking the information. I do not know where she was coming from,
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because I never heard anyone say anything about Witness E. Witness M got so upset
that she stormed out of the meeting and then came back in. Witness M emotionally told
EC about how another member of EC was accusing her of being the leak. All of the
details pertaining to the circumstance of what Witness M was talking about were different
from what actually happened.
Witness Q


During a 1:1 meeting with Witness E on 01/28/2019, Witness I joined us. A second article
published by OPB on 01/24/2019 included sensitive, internal raw data about Clark
College that only the Executive Cabinet had seen. Witness I told Witness E that President
Knight had told her that he suspected Witness M had leaked the information to OPB.
Witness E seem surprised and frustrated that President Knight would immediately
suspect a woman of color rather than one of the White males on the Cabinet.

Witness F




After the 01/24/2019 OPB article, President Knight asked Witness D to search EC
members emails to see who had leaked raw survey data to the reporter. Witness D told
me that the President thought it might be Witness M.
I have not seen President Knight treat Witness M or Witness E any differently from
anyone else on the Executive Cabinet. Whoever is talking, he usually just wants only the
facts and a superficial level of discussion.
I have observed that President Knight is dismissive of Interim Witness P’s input on the
issues she brings to the EC meetings. He tends to shut her down and move on.

Witness D




Public Disclosure Requests for records come through my office. After the first OPB article
was published in October 2018, President Knight told me he suspected someone on EC
was leaking to the press. He asked me to pull the Executive Cabinet (EC) members’
emails, so he could determine who was communicating with the OPB reporter. Nothing
came up.
On or around January 2019, he requested another search of EC emails when it was clear
that raw data from a climate survey had gone to the press. He told me that he felt
“someone was after him” and he wanted to know who was responsible for the leak and if
it was someone from EC. I prepared a thumb drive for him but he did not look at the files,
he said it did not matter anyway.

Witness B


I have dealt with White men in positions of power throughout my career and feel as
though I am able to have direct discussions to resolve issues. I also recognize that I am a
white woman of power and privilege. I cannot say what it is like for my colleagues in
similar situations.
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C.1.2. Respondent Statements
Bob Knight
















I was asked to talk about the OPB articles published about people of color at Clark
College and the selection of Clark College’s spokespeople. The investigators expressed
that the complainants had a concern with overuse of people of color in responding to the
OPB reporter.
I first met with a reporter from OPB to discuss issues with people of color departing Clark
College in June 2018. The article was not published until October 2018. As I explained to
the reporter, people of color were leaving the college at a lesser rate than white people.
People of color were leaving the college for a myriad of reasons.
The reporter focused on the people of color who were complaining about Clark College
and had left as a result. Two of the individuals in the story criticizing Clark College,
Person 10 and Person 26, left full time jobs at Clark College but continued on at Clark
College as part-time instructors. Two other African American employees left the college,
Person 23 and Person 24. They left because of significant promotions to universities. This
was not reflected in the OPB story.
When the OPB reporter reached out again late fall with additional questions for a second
article, I solicited help from other members of the executive cabinet. Witness P offered to
help our
, Person 16, with draft responses to the
reporter’s questions.
Witness P solicited support from Witness M. I later learned during a discussion in
executive cabinet that Witness M felt like I was asking her, a person of color, to bear a
heavier load to respond to the OPB questions. I do not recall asking Witness M to get
involved in drafting OPB responses. I knew she was working with Witness P but it was my
understanding that she was joining in to help as a team player. I am not aware of Witness
M helping with any other media responses since she voiced her concern.
The OPB articles did not provide a balanced perspective. There was misinformation
presented and the reporter focused on the disgruntled employees’ perspectives rather
than the facts. For example, they falsely linked my recently announced retirement to
issues raised in the first article released in October 2018. This is not true. In May of 2018, I
met with Board Chair Jack Burkman about my plan to retire in the summer of 2019 well
before the 2018 OPB article.
I was questioned by the investigators about why I chose to hire a public relations firm in
the fall. I explained that we had an inexperienced interim chief communications officer and
we needed professional assistance in getting the facts out about our diversity work. I was
taken aback when the investigators asked me why I hired the PR firm to work on the
“spin.” I clarified that we were not spinning anything. Many public institutions work with
outside public relations firms to share information about their organizations. This should be
no surprise.
I was asked by the investigators about concerns I had with leaking inside information to
OPB. It became clear after the January 2019 article that someone within the college was
leaking raw survey data to OPB. Several members of executive cabinet, including Person
22, Person 21, and Person 14, suggested the information must be coming from someone
on executive cabinet.
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 I did not think the leak came from inside executive cabinet. I did ask Witness I, who
oversees Institutional Research and gathers our raw data, who she thought may be
leaking the data. She denied being the source of the leak or knowing who was leaking
information.
 Witness I had a subsequent discussion with Witness E and mentioned that I was asking
about who was leaking information to OPB. Witness E misconstrued the conversation she
had with Witness I and told Witness M that I was accusing Witness E and Witness M of
leaking information to OPB. Any allegations that say otherwise are incorrect. This
misunderstanding led to a very difficult executive cabinet meeting where Witness M and
Witness E accused an individual in executive cabinet, without naming the individual, of
blaming them for the leaks.
 I subsequently met with Witness E and Witness M separately about the
accusations. During this meeting, I heard for the first time they thought that I was accusing
them of the leak. I told them both that this was not true. I also spoke to the Executive
Cabinet at our next meeting and clarified that I never accused either of them of leaking
information.
 D Diamond asked me to respond to an allegation that I was distracted when I was
conducting a tenure-track interview with faculty member Witness N when she was
pregnant. I vaguely recall this interview as it occurred several years ago. I certainly do not
remember being distracted. I take tenure-track faculty interviews very seriously. I do recall
encountering Witness N again for the first time in years a few months ago at a guided
pathways training. I had trouble remembering her name at first because I had not seen her
in a few years. I apologized for not remembering her immediately.
 Admittedly it is not easy to remember the names of every one of Clark College’s 1,100
employees, especially when I do not see them regularly. I had not heard of this concern
about being distracted in the interview until being interviewed by the investigators.
 I was asked about hiring people of color on executive cabinet as “token” employees. I
have never hired anyone at the college to serve as a “token.” I am proud of the school’s
efforts to increase diversity and be more inclusive during my tenure at the college. We
have increased employees of color from 11% to 17% in the last four years.
 I knew that to build on our progress, our organization needed to increase diversity on the
executive cabinet and lead by example. When our four most recent hires on executive
cabinet were people of color, I was proud to mention it whenever I had the opportunity.
When the investigators told me that some interviewees felt that I was simply “checking the
box,” I was taken aback. It has been critical to me that Clark College continues to push
forward with diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives since I became president 13 years
ago.
 During my tenure, our institution opened an Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
because of my strong belief. That office now has five full-time employees with a budget in
excess of $500,000. Additionally, the school also has a Vice President of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion on the Executive Cabinet. This was implemented during my tenure as well.
 When developing CC’s strategic plan, one of the core themes was social equity. As a
result, the first Social Equity Plan was developed. As part of my annual evaluation of
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every executive cabinet member, I hold them accountable for the diversity of their
departments.
This fall we received our 10-year accreditation evaluation by an independent team of
peers from higher education institutions in the Northwest. This is the most important
evaluation a higher education institution receives. One of the six commendations we
received was for the work we have done on social equity.
This is not a college that is checking the box on diversity, equity and inclusion. For those
to say that these efforts are “token” is more than just disingenuous, it is harmful to the
progress we have made and should build on.

C.1.3. Documentation
[Investigator’s Note: Relevant sections of documents are excerpted.]


Exhibit 1: Complaint filed by Witness P 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 2: Complaint filed by Witness E 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 3: Complaint filed by Witness M 05/28/2019.



Exhibit 6: Emails related to responding to OPB reporter’s questions September 26-28,
2018.



Exhibit 7: Emails and documents emails related to Bias-Based Incident (BBI) response.



Exhibit 8: 10/16/2018 and 01/11/2019 emails from President Knight related to the climate
feedback survey.

C.1.4. Analysis and Conclusions





Witness P, Witness M, and Witness E felt tokenized when President Knight implied that
they were diversity hires and referred to them individually and collectively as his personal
diversity accomplishment (“Look what I’ve done for diversity…I hired you”).
Complainants and witnesses indicated that President Knight marginalized them after they
pushed social-equity issues beyond his comfort level.
Complainants and witnesses indicated that President Knight dismissed their assertions
that persons of color were leaving because they felt they experienced a hostile work
environment at Clark College.
Witness I told Witness F and Witness E that President Knight said he suspected that
Witness M leaked the raw survey data to OPB. President Knight subsequently denied that
he said anything about suspecting Witness M.

C.2. Vice President Position
C.2.1. Witness Statements
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Witness P















When I was appointed to the
position in July 2018, President Knight said he
expected to fill the position permanently within a few months. I continued to perform my
duties as the
and was given a $10,000 per
year ($833 per month) increase to account for the additional duties.
I accepted the
assignment because I knew I was good at building relationships in
the college and external community. I knew that it would take considerable effort to heal
the wounds from all this department has been through with three different leaders who
each left in an abrupt manner, leaving the office in a state of mistrust (of leadership) and
distress.
In the beginning, President Knight assigned me and a small task force to work on the job
description. I turned over all of the taskforce recommendations to the hiring committee
chair, Witness E and EC taskforce representative on 09/14/2018. I participated in
Executive Cabinet (EC) discussions about the job title change. I did not know what the
final description would look and did not know when the job would be posted until it
appeared online.
Initially, I did not want to apply for the position because I knew it was very contentious.
People got into that position, and they always left on bad terms. I did not want my career
and reputation to suffer at the hands of President Knight.
After a few months, I decided I really liked the work and was having a positive impact on
the community. I got a lot of positive feedback from my team and the community about
my performance. I was encouraged by this support and decided to apply for the position. I
knew that President Knight does not do well with people within the social equity field, but
for some reason I thought it would be different. In December 2018, I sent an email to EC
that I was recusing myself from any further EC discussions since I intended to apply for
the position.
In a one-on-one with President Knight on 02/21/2019, he stated that he thought it was
“funny” that I decided to apply for the position only after I found out that it was a VP
position and knew the salary (which I did not and do not know). He told me that I needed
to be more transparent and I needed to tell all of EC that I decided to apply for the
position. I sent the email to the team stating that “Per protocol and transparency, I am
letting you all know I am applying for the position”. (After that email, I followed up with
other Interims who applied for the permanent position and they stated that they were not
required to do so.)
President Knight also told me that he did not want my hiring process to turn out like
Person 26’s. I was very distressed that President Knight acted as if I were somehow
being shady in the way I handled the application process. It felt that he was already
counting me out of the position, before I had a chance to apply. I was never told that, if I
served as the
or participated in related discussions, I could not apply for the
permanent position. I felt like President Knight was questioning my integrity and trying to
dissuade me from applying.
On 05/28/2019, President Knight asked me to step out of the EC meeting because he
was going to talk about the search. He asked if I would meet him at 11:00AM in his office.
In our 1:1 meeting, he announced that he was cancelling the search because of various
alleged inequities in the process, including my pre-recusal involvement.
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When I heard this, I was livid. The search process had dragged on so long, I had no idea
what was happening throughout the entire process. I felt it was so disrespectful to me. He
alluded to me not being qualified for the position and told me that I had an unfair
advantage because I was in the meetings when EC discussed the title change. President
Knight asked me three different times if I wanted to stay as interim. I confirmed three
times that I wanted to stay in the role. I also told him that I needed a pay adjustment.
I immediately left that meeting and sent him an email stating that I wanted to stay in the
role but needed a pay adjustment. President Knight replied that he had already notified
HR about the pay raise, but I still have not seen it reflected in my paycheck.

Witness L








In January 2019, as I was moving Witness P’s salary to the office of her
position, I
noted that her salary was inequitable compared to that of other members of the Executive
Cabinet (EC), the prior incumbent, and the anticipated permanent position.
I discussed the issue with Witness H, who was supportive of my addressing the issue.
When I met with President Knight, I explained that Witness P’s salary was approximately
$25,000 below that of other comparable positions and that she should receive
compensation that was equivalent to others on the EC. President Knight said that was not
a change he wanted to make at this time. He did not give me any further justification for
his decision.
After I briefed Witness H, I provided the comparative salary data I gathered to Witness M,
in case she wanted to pursue this issue from the HR perspective. My understanding is
that President Knight told Witness M that, because Witness P’s position was interim, the
salary level was solely at his discretion.
The college does not have a policy standardizing the pay for interim positions. The EC
has resisted my efforts to institute a policy that would confine their ability to set pay.
The 2018 recruitment contract went through the RFP process and Company B was
selected as the vendor. The EC erred in approving Company B to work on the 2019
recruitment without going through a new RFP process. After the first bill came in and the
error was discovered, the contract should have been cancelled. Since a significant
amount of work had already been completed, the EC decided to proceed with Company
B. I documented what happened in case of a future audit.

Witness H




I recommended Witness P as the
, based on her excellent work building
community with the Black Student Union and the Employee Resource Group. President
Knight appointed her to the Interim position in July 2018. Witness P continued to perform
her duties as the
and was only given a $10,000 salary
increase for taking on the additional duties, rather than the more substantial salary
increase given to men who were appointed to other EC-level Interim positions.
Witness P was doing an outstanding job in the
position. I urged President Knight
to just appoint Witness P to the permanent position, as he basically had done for Person
13 in the
position and Person 12 in the
paying them the full salary while they were gaining the experience to even qualify for the
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positions. He said he did not want to create what he called another Person 26 situation
with a popular internal candidate.
By October 2018, Witness P’s time was primarily devoted to the Interim work. With my
support,
Witness L approached President Knight about the
inequity of Witness P’s salary compared to that of other EC members, the prior
incumbent, and the anticipated permanent position. President Knight refused to approve
the approximately $20,000 salary adjustment proposed.
The fact is, when President Knight wants to, he will ignore all of the policies to slot
someone in to a position (even if they do not meet the minimum qualifications) and pay
them accordingly. I could only surmise that President Knight’s unwillingness to pay
Witness P equitably or appoint her to the permanent position was based on her not being
one of his favored White males.
On 05/28/2019, President Knight told the EC that he was failing the recruitment because
various procedural missteps and mismanagement. He called out Witness E for improperly
influencing the search committee; he called out Witness M for failing to screen candidates
for minimum qualifications; he called me out for not going through an RFP process to
select the recruitment firm (I accept responsibility for that error); he called out Witness P
for her involvement in the search process (even though Person 13 sat in on all of the EC
discussions about the VPI process and I did so when I was competing for the VP HR
position).

Witness I




When President Knight announced at the 05/28/2019 EC meeting that he was cancelling
the recruitment, he came in with a prepared script and read from it. It outlined a number of
process issues such as not going out for an RFP, changing minimum qualifications, not all
screening committee members had participated in the equity in hiring training, etc. He
said he could look the other way on the internal applicant’s early involvement on
preparing the job description and salary, but he failed the search because of the other
multiple factors.
President Knight did not specifically call anyone out. He read down a list of process
issues. If I were to interpret the list, most of the problems lie with the
(illegal contract due to NOT going out to bid) and the chair of the
search committee (not making sure everyone had taken their equity training, reducing the
minimum qualifications, etc.). From my perspective, the only thing that was the
responsibility of HR was not having the confidentiality agreements signed and the HR
introduction for the screening committee. I believe that the rest of the process issues are
the responsibility of the
and the chair of the screening
committee, who were both in attendance at that EC meeting.

Witness M


I raised concerns about Witness P continuing as the
after
she was appointed as the
in July 2018. I stated that she should not be expected to
do two jobs and that it was inequitable that Witness P only received a $10,000 pay
increase, rather than raising her salary to the level of her predecessor and ensuring she
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had “EC-level pay.” President Knight said the $10,000 “bump” is the “way we’ve always
done it.” I came to learn that was not true as another interim EC member received a
$24,818 “bump” to bring his salary in alignment with EC pay. President Knight was not
willing to readjust her salary and implied that I was only advocating for Witness P
because she was another Black person.
I asked President Knight if he would be supportive of hiring an executive recruitment firm
to handle the recruitment as it was an extremely political and volatile issue for the
College. I did not want HR to manage the recruitment process in order to preclude any
perception of a conflict of interest. President Knight agreed. I brought the issue to EC and
we unanimously agreed to engage a vendor to handle the recruitment.
After Witness P decided to apply for the position, President Knight tried to discourage
Witness P from applying, claiming it was because of her pre-recusal involvement in EC
discussions about the job description, job title, and salary. When President Knight told me
about his concerns in this matter, he specifically told me that Witness P “was
disingenuous” because she did not “opt out” of discussions.
While I was out of the office between mid- and late-April 2019, I left Witness R as the
point person on the recruitment. President Knight instead contacted Person 19 with
concerns that Witness P did not meet the minimum qualifications of the position. Person
19 determined that Witness P did not appear to meet the 3-year senior-level work
requirement. It was negligent of Person 19 to only look at the job title and not the
substance and/or scope of Witness P’s work outlined in her application. Additionally,
Person 19 was not privy to EC conversations about the position qualifications, the
executive recruitment firm’s recommendations (ultimately adopted by EC), or the
successful candidate profile developed by the hiring committee and the executive
recruitment firm.
President Knight called the vendor and threatened to cancel the recruitment if Witness P’s
name was not removed from the list of applicants selected for interview. The vendor
refused. It later became apparent that President Knight went to great lengths to come up
with other reasons to avoid considering Witness P for the position.
On 05/28/2019, when he knew I would be late to the EC meeting, President Knight chose
to notify the EC that he was cancelling the search for the position. I was told that
President Knight alleged several inequities in the process and specifically cited HR for
several and described in great detail how Witness P did not meet the minimum
qualifications for the position. President Knight never alleged any process or procedure
errors by HR in our 04/29/2019 conversation or any time before the 05/28/2019 EC
meeting. He focused on Witness P’s application, his belief that the committee chair
Witness E) was unduly influencing the committee (when I asked for clarification, he stated
he “misspoke” and “it was a single voice” that was influencing the committee), and finally
stated he believed the executive recruitment firm was “unethical.”
I believe President Knight did not want Witness P in the permanent position because in
the interim role, she had to have some difficult conversations with him surrounding the
work.
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Witness R







In late April 2019, Witness M told President Knight to contact me while she was gone if
there were any questions about the recruitment, since I was on the search committee.
On 04/26/2019, President Knight instead contacted Person 19 and asked for copies of the
candidates’ applications to review.
Person 19 said President Knight questioned why some of the candidates were considered
qualified for the position when they did not have the minimum 3 years of experience at the
senior level.
Person 19 had Witness P’s application up on both monitors. She said she had reviewed
Witness P’s application and was not finding senior-level experience.
I asked Person 19 what President Knight was asking her to do. She said he wanted to call
the recruiting firm. I had no further involvement.
As an HR professional, I was concerned that Person 19 may have only been asked to
scrutinize Witness P’s application and not the applications of all the other candidates (as I
did not see any other applications in review). I began to wonder whether the job
description might have been written to elevate or preclude a particular candidate.

Witness K










In November 2018, Company B was hired to conduct a search for Clark College. The
Executive Cabinet (EC) asked Company B to do market research and recommend the
appropriate job title, Title IX Coordinator responsibilities, education requirements, and
academic vs. private sector qualifications for the position.
On 12/18/2019, Company B made a presentation to the EC recommending a Vice
President title, a Master’s degree OR equivalent level of experience qualification, and to
include candidates from diverse industries (outside of education).
On 01/29/2019, Company B had a kickoff meeting with the Search Committee, chaired by
Dr. Witness E. Witness P was not present, nor was any reference made to her by name
or title.
From 01/29/2019 until the end of April 2019, Company B reached out to potential
candidates and reviewed the NEOGOV applications of the internal and external
candidates whom Clark College Human Resources determined met the minimumeducation requirement.
Based on her application, written assessment, and preliminary interview, Witness P had a

On 04/23/2019, Company B presented the resumes and written assessments for 10
viable candidates to the Search Committee. The Committee anonymously ranked the
candidates in six competencies: Trustworthy Relationship Building/Communication,
Strategic Mindset, Leadership and Influence, Accountability, Professional/technical
background and Culture/Fit and voted to advance five candidates as finalists. Interviews
were scheduled.
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On 04/24/2019, President Knight called me unscheduled and said that he and other
stakeholders would be very upset if Witness P was included in the list of finalists. It was
clear from his tone that he was disappointed and not happy with the outcome.
President Knight stated that he called me directly because of the Witness M’s absence.
He could have contacted the internal point of contact (the Search Committee Chair) but
chose to call me even though we had no contact outside of Company B’s market research
presentation to the Executive Cabinet in December 2018.
President Knight then questioned how Witness P and one external candidate met the
qualifying-experience requirement. He was quickly satisfied with my justification of the
external candidate’s experience. He continued to dispute Witness P’s collateral-duty
experience and wanted to know if she had been paid extra for those duties. I stayed calm
and stuck to the facts and the methodology used.
It was certainly not standard for the Appointing Authority to be involved at this point in the
process. President Knight did not have the contextual information that was discussed in
detail with the Search Committee.
On 04/25/2019, Person 19 called from Clark College Human Resources and told me that
President Knight wanted written justification for how the top five candidates met the
minimum qualifications. I prepared this document and sent it directly to President Knight.
On 04/29/2019, President Knight called me and revisited the issue of the qualifications of
the same two candidates he questioned earlier. Once again, he was quickly assured
about the external candidate, but continued to question Witness P’s qualifying
experience.
In this call, I explained that the Search Committee also felt that Witness P met minimum
qualifications. I said that out of the candidates shared in our presentation to the Search
Committee, there was a strong opinion that Witness P was qualified and a good fit for the
position. There was no influence for us to include her in the process; only validation of her
skills was discussed in this meeting.
President Knight said he wanted to speak to my manager. He said this could mean an
ethical issue for Company B if we were not objective in conducting the recruitment
process. President Knight said he was guided by the West Point principle of doing the
harder right rather than the easier wrong. He asked that we regroup and retract our
stance on Witness P meeting the minimum qualifications. His tone was angry, accusatory,
and unprofessional. His voice was elevated and hurried.
I told President Knight that Company B did not have the authority to remove a finalist
selected by the Search Committee. I said that we would need to discuss the issue with
the Search Committee and let them decide.
On 04/30/2019, Company B suggested a meeting between the Search Committee Chair,
Witness M, and the President to discuss the recruitment. President Knight’s response
was to schedule the meeting with the Assistant Attorney General present and wrote “not
as a threat, but to guide me and the college through our decision making”.
On 05/01/2019, I received a request to meet with the Search Committee Chair, President,
Witness M, and Assistant Attorney General to discuss the recruitment on 05/23/2019.
On 05/23/2019 I received a meeting cancellation, a few hours prior to the scheduled
meeting.
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On 05/28/2019, Witness E sent an email to me and the Search Committee, indicating that
President Knight was cancelling the recruitment because he did not feel it was fair and
equitable.
There was never any contact, verbal or written, to me about canceling our contract. We
received our middle milestone payment on 05/30/2019, after the 05/28/2019 EC meeting.
I did not have any 1:1 contact with Witness E outside of the full Search Committee
meetings. I deny that she exerted any undue influence over the process.
In my mind, the issue is that President Knight tried to circumvent the collaborative
process with the Search Committee in an attempt to remove Witness P as a finalist.

C.2.2. Respondent Statements
Bob Knight













I was accused of improperly stopping the hiring process for the position. The college
began the process of hiring a permanent vice president beginning late fall 2018. The
process did not progress smoothly from the beginning for two reasons and had many
other problems.
First, the Office of Human Resources entered into a contract with a company named
Company B, an outside hiring firm to assist with the search process, without going out to
bid. As a state agency, we are required to go out for bid on contracts that exceed
$10,000, which this did.
Second, when the Executive Cabinet first met with Company B, a great deal of time was
spent discussing job criteria, job experience, title of the position and salary for the
position. Witness P was involved in those discussions and had not declared any intent to
apply for the position. Within 48 hours of our Executive Cabinet meeting to discuss the
position, I was copied on an email that was sent to Witness M and Witness E from
Witness P stating she may be interested in applying for the position.
I met with Witness P and Witness M about the email and told them I was concerned that
Witness P had an unfair advantage to other applicants because she had access to
Executive Cabinet discussions about what we were looking for in a candidate. Witness P
should have declared her interest in the position and removed herself from the executive
cabinet discussion.
I asked Witness P to send an email to the Executive Cabinet when and if she decided that
she would apply for the position. Witness P eventually sent an email to Executive Cabinet
indicating her intent to apply for the position.
As the process moved slowly forward in the spring, I checked in with HR periodically on
the status of the search. When I found out from HR staff that final interviews were going
to be scheduled for the following week, I asked HR staff to provide me the applications of
the finalists. I wanted to look through the applications to prepare for my eventual interview
of the finalists.
When I reviewed the applications, I became concerned when I determined some of the
finalists did not meet minimum qualifications that the executive cabinet had set. Since
Witness M was on vacation that entire week and the interviews were being scheduled for
the next week, I reached out to the most senior person in HR, Person 19.
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I told Person 19 that I had concerns about some finalists and needed to talk to the point of
contact at Company B. Person 19 put me in contact with Witness K. I spoke with Witness
K several times over the phone about the process and minimum qualifications. She could
not convince me that two of the five finalists met the minimum requirements.
I put the final interviews on hold and waited until Witness M returned from vacation. After
speaking with Witness M, we agreed to a meeting between Company B and the college
before we moved forward with the search. The day before the meeting with Company B
Witness M had to leave town for several days due to a family emergency so the meeting
with Company B was canceled.
It was then, after talking with board members Jane Jacobsen and Paul Speer, that I
decided to stop the search and allow the next president the opportunity to hire this
position. Trustees Jacobsen and Speer were in support of my decision to stop the
process.
This was likely the worst hiring process that I had seen at the college in 15 years. There
were eight issues I clearly outlined in an email to the screening committee for why I
decided to stop the process. At the May 28, 2019, executive cabinet meeting I explained
my reasoning for stopping the hiring process.
I was told by the investigators that there was a complaint made that I intentionally
discussed the hiring process at Executive Cabinet when Witness M was not at executive
cabinet. This is not true. Executive Cabinet begins at 9:00 am. I received an email from
Witness M the morning of Executive Cabinet at 8:37 a.m. informing me that she would be
late coming into the office that day. The Executive Cabinet meeting proceeded as
usual. All of the topics on the agenda, including the hiring process, were discussed before
Witness M came to work. Witness M could have arranged an additional meeting with me
at any time to make up for the one she missed.
The investigators asked me why I did not just appoint Witness P to the permanent
position as I did for Person 13, former
and Person 12, former
D Diamond is misinformed. Person 13 and
were hired into their positions through full searches and hiring practices.
I was asked about my decision to have Witness M develop a systemic policy on how we
pay interim employees. The impetus of this question is the assumption that I was only
asking to develop a policy about interim pay because there was a request to increase the
interim pay by Witness M for Witness P, a person of color. The accusation is that I was
delaying interim pay for Witness P unfairly, by asking for a policy to be in place first.
This is not true. We were increasingly putting employees at the college in interim
positions without any systemic policy on how much we paid the interims and how long
they could be in an interim role. It would be appropriate to develop a school-wide policy to
ensure fairness.
There were several other individuals in the same situation as Witness P such as Witness
F, Person 15, and Person 16, to name a few. Two other individuals, Person 17 and
Person 18 were also being placed in interim positions on July 1, 2019.
A point of note is that Witness M did not advocate for increased pay for any of the other
interim positions. It was determined that this interim policy would be retroactive, so that if
interims were eligible to receive a pay increase they would still receive compensation
regardless of how long it took to develop a policy.
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C.2.3. Documentation
[Investigator’s Note: Relevant sections of documents are excerpted.]


Exhibit 1: Complaint filed by Witness P 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 2: Complaint filed by Witness E 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 3: Complaint filed by Witness M 05/28/2019.



Exhibit 9: Emails and documents related to the recruitment.
Clark College Board of Trustees discussions with President Knight re: the recruitment
(email from Jennifer Mankowski-Dixon to the Investigator 08/07/2019):
April 30, 2019 – In a meeting with President Knight and Trustee Speer, President Knight
shared concerns he had relative to the process for the position selection and
qualifications of two candidates. President Knight shared that he had been in direct
contact with the search firm to discuss these concerns. He shared that he was
considering a range of options on how to proceed, including pausing the process for the
next president to restart. President Knight stated that he was working on setting up a
meeting with the search firm, Witness E, Witness M, and the AAG to discuss. Trustee
Speer indicated that had President Knight asked for input prior to contacting the search
firm, he would have advised against doing so, and to trust the process. Trustee Speer
advised him that since he had contacted them, and given he was in the last few months in
office, that it might be best to extract himself from the HR decision making, pause the
process, and hand it off to the next president. He also suggested President Knight confer
with Trustee Strong given her HR background.
May 3, 2019 – Trustee Strong discussed the VP of position selection process with
President Knight. She recommended he consider pausing the process for the next
president to pick up.
May 6, 2019 – Trustee Speer had a brief meeting with President Knight and reiterated his
inputs from the April 30, 2019 meeting.
May 13, 2019 – Trustees Speer and Jacobsen met with President Knight and expressed
their concern about input they were getting regarding the climate between Executive
Cabinet (EC) and President Knight, which included President Knight’s involvement in the
selection process. Trustees Speer and Jacobsen encouraged President Knight to
discontinue any HR related actions and pause in the hiring process until the next
president was in position. Trustees Speer and Jacobsen stated that if President Knight
did not find a way to deescalate the exchanges taking place between he and the EC, they
would be duty bound to take the issue to the full Board for consideration. President Knight
expressed concern about the integrity of the selection process with the search firm,
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including how qualifications had been applied, communications between the college and
the firm, and risk issues for the college.
May 27, 2019 – In an email to the Board of Trustees, President Knight indicates, “I am
also recommending that the next president start the process over and that the current
Interim remain in that the position if she wants to until a permanent is decided with a new
process.”
May 28, 2019 – Trustee Rupley (by phone) and Trustee Speer met with President Knight
for a monthly meeting. President Knight reviewed his email from May 27, 2019 and
indicated that he had announced his decision to EC on pausing the process, met with the
Interim to let her know he wanted her to remain in the acting role, was working to increase
her pay to align with responsibilities, and that the new president would resume the
selection process when they arrived. Trustee Rupley and Trustee Speer strongly
encouraged President Knight to recuse himself from any HR related activities.


Exhibit 10: Emails and documents related to Witness P’s salary as Interim.

C.2.4. Analysis and Conclusions













President Knight did not approve an EC-equivalent salary for Witness P as the Interim
role, as he had done for White males (Person 13 and Person 12) when they were in
Interim roles. President Knight only asked Witness M to come up with a standard policy
for Interim salary-increases when a Black female (Witness P) was involved.
The 12/18/2018 EC minutes show that President Knight was present when the EC agreed
that Witness E would chair the Screening Committee of 8-10 members, including two
staff. (The Student Affairs appointee to the Screening Committee [Person 28] did not join
the staff until 04/15/2019.)
Industry best practices and Clark College past practice included direct reports on
Screening Committees for the prior AVP HR position (2 HR employees), prior VPI position
(3 employees), current CIO position (2 IT employees), and current CCO position (1
employee as Chair).
President Knight required Witness P to give written notice to the EC that she was
applying for the position and told Witness P she was shady for participating in earlier,
related discussions. President Knight did not require White males in Interim roles (Person
13, Person 12, or Witness H) to give written notification or recuse themselves from related
discussions.
President Knight interfered with the process for selecting finalists for the position.
President Knight challenged Witness P’s qualifying experience and pressured Company
B to remove Witness P from the list of finalists, circumventing the role of the Screening
Committee.
The Board of Trustees directed President Knight to pause the process for the recruitment
and leave this decision (and any other HR decisions) to the Interim or new President.
Rather than communicating that the recruitment was being paused (as per the BOT’s
direction), President Knight told the EC that he was cancelling/failing the recruitment. He
cited inequities in a process he agreed to and EC decisions which he was party to (per
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the EC minutes). Although there were some procedural issues, President Knight’s focus
on precluding Witness P from the finalists was, more likely than not, his primary intent.
Confidential personnel information about Witness P was disclosed in the 05/28/2019 EC
minutes that were published on the Clark College intranet (“They were not objective in…
[moving] an inside candidate forward who did not meet minimums.”)

C.3. Budget Cuts
C.3.1. Witness Statements
Witness E


I heard from a union member that they were under the impression that I or the “new
people” were responsible for the budget cut being 5%. I thought that was strange. I then
received an email from an interim EC colleague (Witness F) letting me know that when
she had a meeting with President Knight and another EC colleague (Witness I), he stated
to them that it was the new people behind the 5% cuts. Witness F thought that was odd
and wrote to ask me for clarification. I brought this up at EC as an issue that there were
again rumors that unfairly and inaccurately put the blame on the new people on the EC
and that this needs to be cleared up. President Knight appeared shocked and said that he
wanted to get to the bottom of it. After the EC meeting, I spoke with Witness H and
discussed my frustration with these statements. He told me that President Knight had
made this same statement to him in a meeting blaming the new people for the 5% budget
cut.

Witness F







In a meeting on 05/13/2019 with President Knight and Witness I, I was taken aback when
President Knight said that he did not want a 5% budget cut but “the new people” on the
EC wanted it.
I emailed Witness E (my mentor) to ask for some clarity around the issue of whether we
should proceed with the 5% cut which was to be discussed at EC the next day and asked
for her thoughts. Witness E said she felt discouraged and undermined by President
Knight blaming “the new people” for a consensus decision of the EC.
It felt wrong that President Knight was blaming the four new EC members (Witness E,
Witness D, Witness M, and Witness P, all women of color).
Witness E asked if she could forward my email to the Board of Trustees and I said yes.
At the 05/14/2019 EC meeting, President Knight said there had been some pushback
about the 5% cut, but everyone seemed to be ready to move forward.

Witness M


In mid-May 2019, President Knight further undermined the women of color on the EC by
spreading the false narrative that “the new people” were the ones behind the 5% budget
cut. Ultimately, this narrative was repeated by a union faculty member at a public forum.
She was also one of the members on the labor negotiation team.
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President Knight acted surprised and reassured Witness E and me that he would “get to
the bottom of who made the statements” even though two credible EC members attested
to his making the comments in private meetings with them.

Witness P


President Knight is also diminishing and demeaning toward Witness E (multiracial
female). He treats her like she lies; for example, when she asked him about saying “the
new people (all women of color) were the ones supporting the 5% budget cut”, he denied
ever saying that, although there were first-hand witnesses.

Witness H


President Knight has also made several other attempts to undermine Witness E. He told
the faculty union that “the new people” were to blame for the 5% budget cuts, when in fact
the EC had come to consensus on a 5% cut (initially proposed by Witness E). This
statement in early May 2019 was especially damaging and undermined Witness E
credibility in faculty salary negotiations.

C.3.2. Respondent Statements
Bob Knight











I was asked to explain my discussion with Witness E about her complaining to Executive
Cabinet about her being blamed for the 5% college-wide budget cut.
The Executive Cabinet had been in serious discussions about budget cuts due to the
continuing decline in enrollment. The Executive Cabinet initially discussed a 3% cut.
Witness E and Witness M advocated strongly that we should take a more significant 5%
cut so that we could reallocate funds to new initiatives and higher priorities at the college.
There was some reluctance in Executive Cabinet to the more stringent measures, but we
all agreed to support it.
During an Executive Cabinet meeting in May, Witness E informed us that she was
confronted by Person 4, the incoming faculty union chair, at a faculty forum about the 5%
budget cut. Witness E alleged that Person 4 accused the “new people” on Executive
Cabinet for the 5% cut. I understood and so did the rest of the cabinet, that the term “new
people” as Witness E referred to it, was really referencing people of color.
I was determined to quell that rumor and confronted Person 4, after the Executive Cabinet
meeting, about her alleged claim that the “new people” on cabinet were to blame for the
5% cuts. I made it clear to Person 4 that the 5% cut decision was a decision made by the
entire Executive Cabinet.
Person 4 denied using the term “new people”. I asked her about other faculty who
attended the forum and she gave me several names. I contacted three faculty members
who attended the forum, Person 5, Person 6, and Person 7 and none of them heard the
term “new people” mentioned by Person 4 in the forum.
I then sent an email to Witness E about what I had found out. Witness E became very
defensive and then included Witness P and Witness M into the email conversation. The
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conversation turned into a conversation about why I was questioning people of color. My
sole purpose for looking into this allegation was to get to the truth and negate any rumors,
nothing more.
C.3.3. Documentation
[Investigator’s Note: Relevant sections of documents are excerpted.]


Exhibit 1: Complaint filed by Witness P 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 2: Complaint filed by Witness E 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 3: Complaint filed by Witness M 05/28/2019.



Exhibit 11: Emails related to the 5% budget cut
05/14/2019 email from Witness M to President Knight, Witness P, and Witness E: “…the
larger issue is, that for some reason through the rumor mill, we (Witness E, Witness P,
and I) continue to be identified as the genesis of un-popular decisions and controversies
which in turn call our professional integrity into question. These continued rumors clearly
center us as “the bad guys” and have the potential to permanently and negatively impact
our relationships with colleagues, direct reports, and/or our departments. For clarity, I am
referring to the previous “leaker” allegations and now this 5% issue. This latest rumor is
extremely concerning and frankly detrimental, given that Witness E and I are currently at
the negotiation table… that does not help the college resolve this issue.”
05/15/2019 email from Witness M to President Knight, Witness P, and Witness E: “I
continue to be concerned that these outlandish rumors and character assassinations are
directed at us. I feel both personally and professionally attacked and it is not missed on
me that we are all Women of Color. As a new member of the Clark College and
Vancouver community, these rumors attack my professional credibility and integrity and
have the potential to permanently damage my personal reputation and professional
relationships. I have no idea why there are rumors that we are OPB “leakers” with Molly
Solomon on speed dial or going rogue spearheading 5% cuts to the dismay of EC. Both
are not true. At this point, I am just interested in public clarification and
correction. Hopefully, Bob, with your influence at the college and in the community, you
can assist us with this efforts because ultimately, these rumors also negatively impact
Clark College. Thank you for your consideration and assistance to that end.
05/15/2019 email from President Knight to Witness M, Witness P, and Witness E: “Your
assertion and bias towards me about discrediting Witness E is completely unfounded. If
anything it would be the discrediting of Person 4 who I feel has made many false
assertions over the past several months. Ironically, your last statement about being
vigilant around rumors is exactly what I was trying to do. Witness E told the cabinet that
Person 4 made a statement about the “new people” causing the 5% cut. I was striving to
be diligent to quell the rumor and go to the source and stop it. When I met with Person 4
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she denied making the statement. I then told Person 4 that the 5% cut was a collective
decision by the cabinet.”
C.3.4. Analysis and Conclusions



Several witnesses heard President Knight attribute the 5% budget cuts to “the new
people”. Even President Knight questioned the credibility of the person who denied
making this statement at a public forum.
President Knight’s comments about “the new people” had the effect of undermining both
the individuals and important efforts in which they were engaged.

C.4. Company A Training
C.4.1. Witness Statements
Witness P






I was entirely transparent with the EC about the fact that my sister worked for a separate
division of the vendor I recommended hiring to conduct cultural sensitivity training. I felt
diminished and demeaned when President Knight later implied that I had been shady in
contracting with the vendor, even though the EC was aware of the fact when they came to
consensus on the decision. He stated, “Rumor has it your sister works for the vendor”. I
told him it was not a rumor, she does work there and had nothing to do with this area of
the company. There were only two vendors that could do this type of training and the
other had a waitlist. He asked if I had told anyone. I told him that I told EC. He said I
should have told the purchasing department. I had no idea that I should tell the
purchasing department since my sister, in no way, was paid or even had anything to do
with the training provided.
President Knight arrived late to the 03/26/2019 training and took offense at the language
and example the trainer used in talking about having a sexual relationship with a Black
person. President Knight did not understand the concept and context the trainer was
trying to convey. The trainer was asking us what comes up for us when we think about
having a more intimate relationship with a Black person. It is all fun and games to just
play with someone and be friendly, but racism sneaks in when we think about more
intimate relationships. He did not show up for the next training at all. President Knight
mentioned to me that he told the Board about how unprofessional the trainers were and
they were absolutely shocked. I felt as if he was creating a narrative about my judgement
to the Board with these statements.
In the first training, there was a comment made about “plantation pie” by an Executive
Cabinet member. This comment was so impactful on everyone else in the room that
people followed up with the person. President Knight never followed up with any of the
impacted members of EC. In fact, he did not seem bothered at all by the comment.
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Witness B






I have been involved in diversity and other trainings in my previous work and would have
taken a different approach. Given there is a perceived trust issue on the EC. I thought it
was more damaging to accentuate the differences and it would have been more beneficial
to dig down and look for shared values and commonalities.
I had a very strong reaction to the trainer trying to create an emotionally charged
environment to (I assume) provoke deeper discussion. I did not feel safe when he was
(what I would call) ranting and raving to ramp things up.
In the first session, I shut down. In the second session, I was very guarded. My reaction
may have been compounded by my personal history and how close I was sitting to where
the trainer was standing.
About a week after the second session, I told President Knight that I had been very
uncomfortable in the training.

Witness C






The first session of cultural sensitivity training on 03/26/2019 was aggressive and in-yourface. It was uncomfortable at first and a bit intense. President Knight and
Person 22 arrived at the session 2 hours late, at a very intense part of the training.
Their arrival disrupted the flow and discussions of the group.
By the end of the first session and into the second session on 04/26/2019, I saw the
trainers’ model evolving as they pushed us past our comfort zone. President Knight and
Person 22 did not attend the second session and did not have to the opportunity to
experience the shift.
After the second session, I told President Knight that I thought the training was beneficial
and that members of EC were supportive of engaging in further sessions. I told him that I
learned and grew from the experience. President Knight said that some members of the
EC had expressed extreme discomfort. He indicated that he did not support further work
with this particular facilitation team based on discomfort and controversial language used
in the session.

Witness E




President Knight and
Person 22 showed up 2.5 hours in to a 4-hour
Institutional Equity training facilitated by Company A. The race-conscious work we were
doing was reflective, encouraged open dialogue, and delved into our own identity and our
responsibilities as leaders. Their arrival was disruptive and their presence and behavior
felt highly dismissive of the purpose and content of the work sessions. This was
especially evident when the facilitator worked to foster a basic understanding within the
group of the impacts of power and privilege within institutions. The facilitator had to review
elementary terms like Caucasian with President Knight and provide Person 22 multiple
opportunities to reflect on her offensive reference to “plantation pie”.
Based on attending 1.5 hours of the 8-hour training, President Knight cancelled any future
work with Company A because he took offense at the facilitator’s questions about what
constituted “a Black friend” and his use of some profanity.
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Witness M




On 03/26/2019, the EC participated in a training arranged by Witness P with an outside
vendor. President Knight and
Person 22 arrived 2.5 hours late and
disrupted the progress the group was making. As they answered the introductory
questions, one trainer educated President Knight on the history of the term “Caucasian”
after he identified himself as “Caucasian” versus White and questioned Person 22 about
her reference to “plantation pie”.
I later heard that President Knight was offended by the trainer’s discussion about the
cliché, “having a black friend”, saying that you do not have a Black friend if you have not
had a romantic relationship with a Black person, have not been into their homes, and/or
done more than hang out in a public place after work. President Knight apparently
objected to the trainer’s use of profanity at times for shock value, yet was unconcerned
when everyone in the room (except President Knight and Person 22) gasped or physically
recoiled at Person 22’s “plantation pie” comment.

Witness F




On 04/26/2019, I attended the second session of the cultural sensitivity training with
Company A. There was discussion about President Knight’s resistance to the training and
about
Person 22 being clueless about the impact of her talking about
“plantation pie” at the first session.
I felt encouraged coming out of the training because everyone seemed to want to work
together to improve the campus environment. I think that can happen, now that President
Knight is leaving.

C.4.2. Respondent Statements
Bob Knight








I was asked to explain my decision to not allow Company A to conduct any further
diversity training at Clark College.
Company A was contracted by Witness P to conduct cultural sensitivity training for
executive cabinet in the Spring of 2019 as part of our ongoing professional development
and Social Equity Plan.
I was able to participate in some of the training. During that time, I felt one of the
instructors was very unprofessional and unnecessarily provocative. One trainer used
expletives throughout the class. He also asked very inappropriate questions including,
“How many of you white folks have had a long-term intimate relationship with a black
person?”
When I questioned Executive Cabinet members individually about the second training
session that I missed, two of them broke down crying (Person 21 and Witness B) and said
it was the worst training they had ever attended. At least five members of executive
cabinet told me they felt the training was offensive.
I later heard a rumor that Witness P’s sister worked for Company A. When I confronted
Witness P, she admitted that her sister worked for the company. This is an ethics violation
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by Witness P since she was the person who contracted for the training. I did not file an
ethics violation but let Witness P know that her relationship with her sister created a
conflict of interest.
Consequently, due to the unprofessional manner of training and conflict of interest issues
I informed Witness P that I did not want to use Company A for any more training at the
college.
D Diamond said that there was an allegation made by a complainant that I intentionally
avoided the training. This is not true. Witness P failed to coordinate the training with my
schedule.
Unfortunately, I was only able to attend two of the eight hours of training that were held in
two 4-hour blocks over a couple of weeks. I missed the first two hours of the first session
because I was called away to Olympia at the last minute to testify in a capital budget
hearing. I missed the entire second 4-hour session because there was a conflict in my
schedule that had been on my calendar for a year. I served as the Chair of the
Community College Presidents monthly meeting this past year. These meetings are held
around the state at other colleges. Our monthly meeting was scheduled at another
community college at the same time this second training session was scheduled.

C.4.3. Documentation
[Investigator’s Note: Relevant sections of documents are excerpted.]


Exhibit 1: Complaint filed by Witness P 05/24/2019



Exhibit 2: Complaint filed by Witness E 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 3: Complaint filed by Witness M 05/28/2019



Exhibit 12: Emails and documents related to EC approval of contracting with Company A
for Deep Equity training.
O7/05/2019 email from Witness H to the Investigators: “I recall Witness P telling
Executive Cabinet that her sister worked at Company A but in an area unrelated to
training. I believe she said her sister work in the restorative justice side of the
organization. She made this declaration before we had entered a contract with Company
A for diversity training for EC.”



Exhibit 13: Emails related to Person 22’s “plantation pie” comment:
03/29/2019 email from Person 22 to the EC: “It was just brought to my attention that my
answer to the “food I would bring to a picnic” elicited some concern within the EC. Having
gotten to the training late and not knowing some “south’ history had been discussed prior
to our arrival, I had no idea that a gourmet pie bearing the name “plantation” would have
such an impact. I apologize to anyone who might have been offended. I just know that
these southern pies are something everyone I have made these pies for love them while
satisfying their sweet tooth. Obviously a teachable moment for me. I can now see that the
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dessert should be renamed, but I really was just thinking of the answer to the
question. What I have learned is that the subtle or not so subtle references to racism can
be found everywhere and I need to be more aware of how they might turn up in places I
might not expect them. This is part of my journey and I am hopeful that all of you can
support me as I grow my competency. I appreciate having this brought to my attention
and I know now how insensitive it might have looked. For that, I apologize.”
03/29/2019 email response from Witness P: “Thank you for the apology, Person 22. I
thought about it quite a bit this week and was very impacted. Plantations were places in
which my ancestors were, enslaved, tortured and defiled. The plantation represents a
painful part of our past and I was shocked and in disbelief by the statement. This is a
good reminder that sometimes intent doesn’t always match the impact and it’s important
for us all as leaders to continue to grow and learn, build and lean into those equity
competencies. This way we become good examples for our teams”.
C.4.4. Analysis and Conclusions






Minutes of the 12/04/2018 EC meeting show President Knight was in attendance when
the decision was made to hire Company A.
Witness H recalls Witness P disclosing that her sister worked for a different division of
Company A at the 12/04/2018 EC meeting where President Knight was present.
In order to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest, it would have been prudent for
someone other than Witness P to sign the contract with Company A.
President Knight and Person 22’s late arrival at the first session was disruptive.
The participants of color thought the training was appropriately challenging. Some of the
White participants found the training too confrontational. This discrepancy presents an
opportunity for further discussion.

C.5. Facebook Posting
C.5.1. Witness Statements
Witness A






My complaint relates to President Knight continuing to retaliate against me by telling
people that I posted a negative message about Clark College to my Facebook page on
11/28/2017, which I never did.
The post, President Knight was referring to, had to do with racial development for women
of color and decisions about how transparent to be in dominant-culture situations.
I refused President Knight’s invitation to discuss my post that was totally unrelated to my
work at Clark College. I felt he was questioning my integrity. In addition, it felt as if
President Knight was purposefully searching to find something negative and untrue to
associate with me. I did not feel safe meeting with President Knight face-to-face.
In any case, the college does not have a right to govern my Facebook page, as there is
not a college policy against speaking out against the college on a personal Facebook
page.
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Unfortunately, President Knight has not stopped discussing with people this false claim
regarding my Facebook page.
In 2018, I was informed by Person 3 that, during her presentation to the Executive
Cabinet regarding social-equity initiatives, President Knight asked, “So what is up with
Witness A and her Facebook posts against Clark College?”
On June 10, 2019, Witness P informed me that President Knight also mentioned to her
that I had placed inappropriate content against Clark College on my Facebook page.
Throughout his tenure, President Knight has referred to me as a troublemaker and has
been rude and discounting towards me in my presence. For example, when I was
thanking President Knight for honoring me as an Outstanding Alumni in 2017, he said,
“Don’t thank me. I never would have chosen you.” He was not joking.
I do not think President Knight cares about of the impact of how his positional power in
alignment with his lack of any racial and gender sensitivity might offend a woman of color.
He only seems comfortable with those who do not challenge his biased behavior.

C.5.2. Respondent Statements
Bob Knight







I was asked about a conversation with Witness A, a person of color, regarding a negative
Facebook posting about Clark College.
Trustee Jack Burkman sent a text message to me concerning a negative Facebook post
about Clark College, dated November 28, 2017, that tenured faculty member Witness A
had posted.
I sent Witness A an email and asked her to meet with me about the content of her
post. She refused to meet with me.
I discussed the issue with Witness I because she is a friend of Witness A. Witness I
advised me to let it go and I did.
I have not had any other discussion about this Facebook posting nor have I ever met with
Witness A about it.
If there were concerns about singling out a person of color about Facebook posts, this is
completely unfounded. I was alerted about the posting by a Trustee and simply wanted to
discuss with the employee the genesis of her negative posting.

C.5.3. Documentation
[Investigator’s Note: Relevant sections of documents are excerpted.]


Exhibit 14: Complaint filed by Witness A 06/27/2019.



Exhibit 15: 07/05/2019 email from Witness P confirming Witness A’s statement.
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C.5.4. Analysis and Conclusions


It was not appropriate for President Knight to discuss Witness A’s issues with anyone
other than Witness A.

D. Allegation: Retaliation
D.1. Witness Statements
Witness P






I feel impacted by President Knight’s tokenizing, and disrespectful treatment.
I did not want to file a complaint, but I felt compelled to do so after President Knight’s
discriminatory and retaliatory behavior was allowed to continue unchecked. I was not the
first woman of color to complain about this behavior. He has quite the history with women
of color, especially the ones who value social equity.
I am very concerned about President Knight briefing the incoming Interim President with
his false, self-serving narratives and implying to her that I am not qualified for the position.
I have consistently faced discrimination, tokenization and bias being on this Executive
Cabinet. I fear for whomever comes into the position after me. I worry about how Black
and Brown people will be treated when they come into this institution. This is more than I
can handle. I do not know that I can stay in this hostile work environment.

Witness M










I believe President Knight purposely chose to hold this discussion when he knew I would
not be there to defend myself, the HR Office, or provide facts. This action was clearly
retaliatory, since Board of Trustees member Rekah Strong had just asked me to submit
my complaint in writing on 05/24/2019 and during that conversation advised me that BOT
Chair Royce Pollard would be contacting President Knight.
In the 06/11/2019 EC meeting, President Knight made an offhand comment that contracts
should not go out with his electronic signature without his written authorization. He was
laughing when he made the comment and did not say anything else on the subject, so I
thought he was joking. I laughed politely as did others in the room.
In contrast, shortly after in the same meeting, he specifically announced an action item for
me to create an interim policy to ensure equitable pay practices and he was going to meet
with me to “talk about what it should look like.” He did not laugh, his tone was
businesslike, and he said we were going to meet offline to discuss specifics.
On 6/21/2019, he emailed requesting to speak with me before noon, then told me that I
used his signature without his authorization and said he needed to contact the AAG to
“determine if there was any liability” even though he said “he was going to authorize use
[of his electronic signature] anyway.”
Based on this conversation, I immediately contacted the HR staff who worked on the
contracts and discovered there was no written procedure to that effect, there was no
written authorization documented in two years, and that President Knight never requires
written authorization for contracts bearing his electronic signature for new hires,
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reallocations, and off-cycle raises. Moreover, the employee who used to send out these
contracts for over ten years recently retired and I specifically hired her back to train the
person now responsible for the work and she never mentioned any written authorization
process during the training or to the HR leadership team. I believe his pursuit of this issue
is his attempt to impugn my competence and is clearly retaliatory.
Ultimately, I feel like I was glad-handed and sold a bill of goods by President Knight. He is
not committed to making the College an equitable and inclusive place for all Clark College
students and employees. I have not been allowed to make progress on the HR part of the
social-equity plan, implementing the DEHPD model for improving outcomes, hiring, and
retention and have been retaliated against for persisting in raising equity issues. During
my 11 months at Clark College, I have been tokenized, my expertise discounted, and
given assignments outside of my job scope by President Knight because I am a Black
female.

Witness E








Shortly after I filed my complaint with the Board of Trustees that addressed my serious
legal and ethical concerns related to President Knight’s interference in the search
process, President Knight announced that he was failing the recruitment for various
procedural reasons. This included the false allegation that as the Chair of the hiring
committee, I should have screened the applicants for minimum qualifications and had
insinuated that I unduly influenced the independent search firm and/or the hiring
committee to include Witness P as a finalist. He shared his reasoning with EC and again
in writing with the hiring committee, despite my addressing each of his inaccurate reasons
in EC.
Since I filed my complaint, President Knight will not make eye contact with me. I feel like
he is scrambling to deflect the impact of my legitimate complaints against him.
I understand that President Knight has alleged that I manipulated other women of color to
come forward. This is a false allegation. The only other formal complaints against the
President that I am aware of were those of my EC colleagues. It is insulting and
minimizing to me and to them to allege that they were influenced to come forward, when
their experiences made them decide to come forward on their own.
I am also aware that President Knight contacted
(Witness O) and
asked her to solicit complaints from her constituents because “the Board of Trustees is
openly investigating Witness E (me)”, another false claim.
President Knight thrives on his local status and networks well with the City of Vancouver
and the statewide college community. I am concerned that President Knight’s damaging
words are an affront to my personal integrity and that his repeated retaliatory actions will
impact my professional reputation.

Witness O



I have been a
since January 2016.
I avoid President Knight to the extent possible and only interact with him in my role as
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Last fall at a classified-employees open forum, people raised concerns that none of the
Executive Cabinet members were listening to their concerns. I shared with President
Knight that several people were having issues with Witness E not communicating openly
or transparently with staff.
At the 06/20/2019 graduation ceremony, President Knight sat down while others spoke,
but pointedly stood behind Witness E (a woman of color) when she spoke.
On 06/20/2019 President Knight called me out of the blue and told me that the Board of
Trustees was investigating Witness E’s interactions with staff and was interested in
hearing any complaints against her. He said that his was not an official request, but the
Board was officially looking at it. He said that any complaints I could provide would be
helpful. I said I would let
Person 20 know.
It troubled me that this request was coming directly from the President. I called Person 21
to ask how I would get this information to the Board. She told me to send it to President
Knight and he would get it to the Board.
I spent the entire weekend thinking about President Knight’s request and felt horrified that
he had put me in this position. I had a bad feeling about it, so on Monday 06/24/2019, I
spoke with Witness E and told her about the President’s request and the Board’s alleged
investigation and followed up with an email
I am very concerned that President Knight and his supporters on the Executive Cabinet
will retaliate against me for my participation in the investigation.

Witness D




Both Witness E and Witness M have approached me about their concerns with President
Knight and asked whether he behaved in this manner with everyone. Witness P has also
approached me with concerns about the college culture and environment in her role as
the
.
About a month ago, while I was out on extended leave, I touched base President Knight.
He told me that Witness M might not come back to work until he retires due to complaints
that had been filed. Although he did not state it, it appeared he had knowledge that
Witness M had filed a complaint.

D.2. Respondent Statements
Bob Knight


I was asked to identify the race, sex and sexual orientation of all members of the
Executive Cabinet.
o
o
o
o
o

I identified myself as a white heterosexual male along with Witness H, Witness C and
Person 14.
I identified Witness I, Person 21 and Person 22 as white heterosexual females.
I identified Witness P and Witness M as African American heterosexual females.
I identified Witness E as a heterosexual female of color.
I identified Witness D as a Hispanic homosexual female.
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I was accused of gravitating towards or favoring white males. This complaint is completely
unfounded. I have hired more females than males to serve on Executive Cabinet. I do not
gravitate or favor anyone because of their race or sex.
This extends to social activities. Witness M, Witness P and Witness E have been to my
home for social events. I have included Witness E and Witness M in many activities over
the past year. I climbed Camelback Mountain in Scottsdale with them earlier this year. I
have great pictures of us all smiling, enjoying the day together.
I have attended out of state conferences with both of them. I travelled to England to visit a
university and advanced manufacturing site with Witness E.
I invited Witness E and Witness M, along with their significant others, to join my wife and I
on a dinner train ride down the Columbia River Gorge last fall. No other executive cabinet
members were invited on the train ride. I invited and paid for a golf outing for Witness E’s
mother-in-law who was visiting from out-of-state.
I spent two hours on the phone helping Witness M work through contract issues
concerning the purchase of her new home shortly after her arrival. I made five phone calls
to three realtors, a lawyer and home builder to help her through her contract issues.
It is disingenuous to suggest that I only gravitate towards or favor white males.
D Diamond asked me to respond to an allegation that I am less warm with someone after
a difficult discussion with them. I will not deny that I tend to give people space after a
difficult discussion, but I am always professional and cordial.
I affirmed there is a personality conflict between Person 14 and Witness E who are both
on the Executive Cabinet. I initiated an investigation on Person 14 concerning allegations
that a former employee made about work conditions and comments he made about other
employees. I hold all Executive Cabinet members accountable for their actions to the
same extent.
D Diamond was asked about a meeting I had with Board Chair, Royce Pollard on May 23,
2019. During that meeting, Mr. Pollard notified me that there were complaints made
against me that the board would need to investigate. He could not and did not tell me
who the complainants are or what the complaints were about.
D. Diamond asked about a phone conversation that I had with Witness O who works
under Witness E. On June 20, 2019, I called Witness O as a follow-up to a conversation
she initiated with me several months earlier. Witness O had approached me in the
hallway one day after a meeting had just completed. She said that she had received
dozens of complaints about Witness E and her leadership methods.
I encouraged her to go to Witness E with the complaints so that Witness E had the
opportunity to deal with the complaints first. She told me she did not feel comfortable
approaching Witness E. I then told her to go to HR with her complaints. She told me she
did not feel comfortable going to HR with the complaints because of the close relationship
between Witness E and Witness M. I then told her to have the complaints put in writing
and send them to me or the board.
The June 20 phone call was to remind her that if she had any written complaints, as the
board chair has asked for them and I had not seen any written complaints come in from
her.
Following the June 20 phone call to Witness O, I received a call from Board Chair
Jacobsen describing an email from Witness O telling Witness E about my June 20th
phone call to her. Witness O misrepresented that the Board and I were doing an
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investigation on Witness E and were encouraging employees to file complaints about
Witness E.
I was initially confused why Witness O was now sharing this with Witness E as a few
months prior she was not comfortable approaching her. It became clear when I recently
received a Personnel Action Form from Witness E to increase Witness O’s salary by 22%
and give her back pay from Feb. 15, 2019. This $11,000 increase in annual salary and
$4,000 plus in back pay likely contributed to is why Witness O no longer has any issue
with Witness E’s leadership.
I was contacted by incoming
Person 20 on June 21, 2019, via email about
the phone call I had with Witness O on June 20. She said she had been contacted by
Witness O and asked whether the board was doing an investigation on Witness E. I
responded with no, but the board was encouraging employees to put any complaints in
writing.
D Diamond asked me to respond to an allegation that I retaliated against women of color.
There has been no action, disciplinary or otherwise, that would constitute as retaliation
toward any woman of color.
The allegation that I cancelled the recruitment to retaliate against Witness P for speaking
up about issues is completely unfounded. I placed Witness P in the
position in order for her to speak out about issues. The recruitment process was
put on hold because the process was very flawed and inequitable.
D Diamond asked me to respond to the allegation that I questioned Witness M about
sending out contracts with my electronic signature without my authorization to retaliate
against her for advocating for Witness P. This is totally unfounded. It is simply illegal to
use my electronic signature without my authority and I told her so. Stopping this illegal
activity was the appropriate course of action.
D Diamond asked me to respond to the allegation that I did not give Witness E goals and
guidance when she began at the college. This is not true. I scheduled a meeting with her
the first week at the college and gave her notes from my presidential memo pad
concerning things that I wanted her to accomplish. I also told her that I wanted to meet
with her weekly until she became more comfortable at the college. Early on we met
weekly and then shifted to bi-weekly meetings. As my retirement date approached, she
increasingly avoided meetings with me.
During my 15-year career at Clark College I have never had a complaint filed against me.
o Under my leadership, Clark College developed a Social Equity Plan for 2015-2020
and we’ve accomplished a great deal.
o We’re working on tackling all aspects of this evolving issue.
o Social equity was established as a core theme within the college’s strategic plan, and
we worked to institutionalize practices that challenge systems of power, privilege and
inequity.
o As part of addressing all aspects of life at Clark College through our Social Equity Plan
o including requiring Equity in Hiring training for all screening committees,
o creating employee resource groups,
o and utilizing principles of universal design and social justice so that all students
can achieve equitable outcomes.
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o I worked to make this a college for everyone, was committed to ensuring that our
college is a safe, welcoming and a supportive environment where all our diverse
members could grow.
I believe that the genesis of the complaints against me are driven by an attempt to cover
up performance issues by complainants. I hold all employees accountable for their actions
regardless of their gender, race, and sexual orientation with the utmost fairness and equity
in mind.
When it comes to employees of protected groups, I attempt to be even more deliberate in
my decision-making, knowing the potential extra scrutiny of my decision. However, I have
never shied away from doing what I felt was the harder right than the easier wrong. I have
always prioritized the best interests of the students and the college.
I have recently received dozens of complaints about Witness E’s toxic interactions, bullying
behavior, poor work ethic, lack of leadership, lack of investment in the college and lack of
transparency, ethics and truthfulness. These complaints have come within the college and
outside the college.
I have received numerous complaints about Witness M cutting back service hours in HR,
being unfriendly, and promoting Witness R from a Level 3 to Level 9 position as the
without going through an appropriate hiring
process.
I have concerns about Witness P and nepotism as she hired a family member’s company
to provide the cultural sensitivity training for Clark College.
I notified Board Chair Jane Jacobsen about the complaints against Witness E, Witness M
and Witness P. She responded that I needed individuals to document their complaints and
forward them to me or the board. I took no action with these complaints as I was nearing
my retirement date and Board Chair Jacobsen requested I not take any action.
It seems clear that I am being targeted so that the complainants can benefit. That my
reputation and Clark College’s financial resources could be attacked through deceit and
false accusations is untenable. A fair and just investigation will demonstrate that these
allegations are completely unfounded. I also believe there is collusion among some of the
complainants.

D.3. Documentation
[Investigator’s Note: Relevant sections of documents are excerpted.]


Exhibit 1: Complaint filed by Witness P 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 2: Complaint filed by Witness E 05/24/2019.



Exhibit 3: Complaint filed by Witness M 05/28/2019.



Exhibit 16: Email re: President Knight’s contacts with WPEA
06/21/2019 email from President Knight to Person 20: “To be clear, I did not make the
initial request for information about Witness E. Witness O spoke to me a couple of months
ago and informed me that there were complaints from many employees about the
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Witness E. I told her what the options were. I first encouraged her and the others to go to
the Witness E to express their concerns but she did not feel nor did she feel others would
be comfortable doing that. I then told her she should and others should go to HR and
inform HR what their complaints were. Witness O informed me that they didn’t feel safe
going to HR either. I told her and anyone else that had complaints that they should put
those in writing when they went to HR and express their concern about retaliation in
writing so that there would be documentation to protect them when they made the
complaint. I did not have another conversation with Witness O about this topic until
yesterday when I informed her that I had not heard of any formal complaints and I
reminded her of her options.”


Exhibit 17: Emails and documents related to Witness M’s use of the President’s electronic
signature on 2019/2020 contracts.
Office of The President Signature Request Form: For authorization to use the Chief Clark
College Executive Officer's Signature on High Volume Correspondence: If you would like
to utilize Bob Knight's signature on a form letter or any printed material, please fill out
completely the information below then submit it to Bob Knight at Mail Stop
#09 for approval. Once approved, Bob Knight's office will contact you regarding release of
the digital signature for your use.
06/21/2019 email from Person 27 to Witness M: “Attached is the form that we used up
until 2017-18 to obtain authorization to use the president’s signature in the faculty and
admin/exempt contracts. In looking at our archives, we used this form until 2017-18.
There is no record of the form being used for contracts issued on 2018-19. Per our
conversation, I was unaware of such requirement prior to sending the contracts for
2019-20. Currently, there is no written procedure to document that step in the process or
a policy that reflects that requirement. In looking at my training notes, there is no
indication that I needed to have that before generating contracts.”
06/24/2019 email from Witness M to President Knight: “I appreciated you sharing with me
what the authorization process was during our conversation this past Friday (6/21). That
orientation was helpful.”



Exhibit 18: 06/25/2019 email from Witness H to identified witnesses. [Investigator’s Note:
Witness H acknowledged that he erred in sending the investigatory-interview email in a
way that disclosed other witnesses who were being interviewed.]



Exhibit 19: Emails and documents related to a personnel action for a retroactive salary
increase for Witness O.
07/08/2019 email from Person 27 to President Knight: “Person 30 and Witness O
requested reallocation out of the bargaining unit on February 15, 2019. Person 19
completed the [preliminary assessment 03/14/3019 and] allocation analysis in April and
our Labor negotiator advised us to wait before notifying the union.”
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07/12/2019 email from President Knight to Ms. Jacobsen: “I have one action that I am
leaving behind for the Interim President to sign off on. I do not feel comfortable signing it. I
received a personnel action form from Witness E this past week to increase the salary of
Witness O by 22% retroactive to Feb 15, 2019. This entails roughly an increase in salary
by $11,000 and back pay of approximately $4000. This did go through HR. I do not think
this is a coincidence that this is the same Witness O who came to me unsolicited
complaining about Witness E’s leadership She actually stated that there were a couple of
dozen others who had similar complaints across the college…a few months ago and then
had a change in tune a couple of weeks ago sending an email to Witness E saying that I
was doing an investigation on Witness E when I called Witness O to remind her that I had
not seen any of the written complaints she had offered. Something smells on this one.”
08/01/2019 emails from Person 27 to the Investigator: “Witness O’s position request was
the only one during the period between February and April of 2019 that was intended to
be reallocated out of the bargaining unit…After the HR director left in May 2019, I was
assigned pending position reviews. I noticed that Witness O position request was still
pending and most likely passed the 60 days. I reached out to our OFM Labor Negotiator
via email to check on the status of the position allocation and subsequent notification to
the union; as I believed we may have not sent such notification, but I needed to confirm.
Labor Negotiator was out on vacation until the end of May and upon his return, he
confirmed no union notification had been sent. I spoke to Witness M on 6/5 during our
one on one meeting. I explained that Witness O’s position request was significantly
delayed and we needed to provide an update on her request. During this discussion, I
explained the timeline of the entire process and she authorized me to move forward with
the process, and to notify the WPEA of our intent to reallocate your position out of the
bargaining unit, which I submitted on 6/7. We needed to wait 21 days for the union to
respond before we could move finish the allocation, which we did on 7/2/19.”
Timeline:
02/15/2019
03/14/2019
April 2019
05/01/2019
Early May
End of May
06/05/2019
06/07/2019
06/27/2019
07/02/2019
07/08/2019
07/15/2019

Position Reclassification Request submitted by Person 30
Preliminary analysis done by Person 19
College Labor Negotiator advised Person 19 to wait to notify WPEA
Person 19 retired without completing the reallocation process
Person 27 reviewed files/contacted OFM Labor Negotiator (on vacation)
OFM Labor Negotiator confirmed no notification re: position
Person 27 briefed Witness M who authorized Person 27 to notify WPEA
WPEA notified of intention to reallocate position out of WPEA
WPEA confirms no intent to bargain the impact
Witness M authorized Person 27 to issue reallocation report
Reallocation completed
Contract signed by Interim President
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D.4. Analysis and Conclusions















Witness P, Witness M, and Witness E each engaged in protected activity throughout the
past 12 months by expressing opposition to discrimination.
It is more likely than not that, as of 05/23/2019, President Knight knew that Witness P,
Witness M, and Witness E were the EC members who were filing complaints.
President Knight did not fail the search for procedural issues and alleged inequities until
05/28/2019, after being informed that complaints were being filed.
More likely than not, President Knight would have handled the electronic-signature issue
with Witness M more collaboratively if he had not known that she filed a complaint.
Witness M acknowledged that a training gap led to the error. There is no evidence that
President Knight was retaliatory in raising this issue.
It is not credible that President Knight did not know that Witness O was
when he contacted her on 06/20/2019.
It was not appropriate for President Knight to contact Witness O and ask her to forward
any complaints against Witness E, when he knew that Witness E was a complainant.
Although President Knight told Witness O to have people express their concern about
retaliation in writing so that there would be documentation to protect them when they
made a complaint, he is critical and suspicious of Witness P, Witness M, and Witness E
doing exactly that.
Although (as a best practice) reallocations are generally completed within 60 days, there
appear to be legitimate business reasons (union negotiations, employee retirement) for
the delay in processing a reallocation of Witness O’s position. There is no evidence that
Witness E and/or Witness M had Witness O’s position reallocated or salary adjusted to
get her to make false statements about President Knight’s contacts with her.
Witness P, Witness M, and Witness E claimed that they were each adversely affected, or
feared they would be adversely affected, by President Knight’s treatment.
Witness P was adversely affected by President Knight’s decision to cancel the
recruitment by her private personnel information being disclosed in the 05/28/2019 EC
minutes published on the Clark College intranet.
To date, there is not sufficient evidence that Witness M and/or Witness E have in fact
been adversely affected by President Knight’s words and/or actions in direct relation to
their prior protected activity.

V. Policies and Other References
[Investigator’s Note: Relevant sections of references are excerpted.]


Clark College Policy 622.000 Discrimination and Harassment
Clark College is committed to freedom from discrimination for all members of the College
community. The College expressly prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color,
national origin, age, perceived or actual physical or mental disability, pregnancy, genetic
information, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, creed, religion…In
addition, the College is committed to freedom from all forms of harassment including
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sexual harassment, domestic violence and harassment in the workplace. All claims of
discrimination and harassment will be investigated by the designee of the president.
Examples of conduct that could rise to the level of discriminatory harassment include but are
not limited to the following:

o Epithets, “jokes,” ridicule, mockery or other offensive or derogatory conduct
focused upon an individual’s membership in a protected class.
Non-Retaliation, Intimidation and Coercion
Retaliation by, for or against any participant (including complainant, respondent, witness,
presidential designee, or investigator) is expressly prohibited. Retaliatory action of any
kind taken against individuals as a result of seeking redress under the applicable
procedures or serving as a witness in a subsequent investigation or any resulting
disciplinary proceedings is prohibited and is conduct subject to discipline. Any person who
thinks he/she has been the victim of retaliation should contact the presidential designee
immediately.
DISCLAIMERS
The information in this report is based on statements made by the persons referenced and
the documents made available to me in the course of this investigation from 06/14/2019 to
08/26/2019. This report is intended to provide you information to ascertain what corrective
actions, if any, are appropriate in response to the allegations against President Knight.
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From: Witnes Witness P
sP
Sent: Tuesday,
May 28, 2019 4:30 PM
To: Rekah Strong <Rekah.Strong@eocfwa.org>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Complaint form
Also,
I wanted to let you know that I had an impromptu one on one with Bob today in which he said he told
me that he has halted the entire hiring process. In this meeting, he said that there have been too many
holes in this process. HR had missteps, The committee didn't have the proper training and there was too
many issues with Company B He also said that I had an unfair advantage, I was there when they did the job
description and I knew the salary. AGAIN, I did NOT know any of this information and recused myself
in December. He told me that some people were moved in without the proper experience. He told me
that there needed to be 3 years of experience in a role such as this. I told him that wouldn't apply to me
because I had 3 years of experience. He then said that he was not "saying anything about anyone's
experience". He then told me that this could work in my favor, because I could get more experience with
the new President making the choice. He told me how much he really liked me and he hopes I know he
likes me (which felt very patronizing). Lastly, I told him that I wanted to continue on as Interim, but I
need a salary review. He went into how if he gave me a review, he'd have to talk to Person 15 and
back pay her, and then he'd need to talk to Person 16
and when
and Witness H took on more
responsibilities, they only got 5%. I explained to him that they were already at VP level pay before their
5%. He made up some weird story about how I am being paid at 85% of what Person 33 is being paid and
HR told me that. I never once consulted with HR about my pay; He told me what my pay was, and I took
it because I knew what state that department was in.
Witness C

This is a lot.

Witness P
Interim

Email: Witness P clark.edu
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I, Witness M
started at Clark College on August 16, 2018. During my first week at Clark, Bob
Knight stated that we would meet every week for the first six months as the new
to make sure that I was in alignment with his expectations and get up to speed with various
initiatives. While he met with me early on, he did not meet with me each week for 6 months. It got to
the point where I would have to catch him in his office, set up impromptu meetings, or chat at breaks
during EC. I say this because at times, when I would bring issues or concerns to his attention via email,
he’d respond “let’s discuss at our next one-on-one” but there wasn’t one scheduled. The most recent
example is Witness P
pay.
Background: I had raised concerns with Witness P ’s interim appointment early on in my tenure when I
discovered that she was still working as
plus the Interim
with
only a small pay increase. Bob dismissed my concerns as “this is the way we’ve always done it.” After
pressing a few times, it is my understanding that eventually most of the
duties were removed but
her pay was not fully increased for her EC level work. Bob K compared her increase to Person 11 and Witness H
However, they are not appropriate comparators because Person 11 was already on EC
when
he took on
and Witness H
when he took on HR. Both were already
receiving EC level pay plus a “bump” for taking on these additional areas. Additionally, other Clark
College employees came to me with concerns about Witness P interim pay, namely Witness H and Witness L
[Email from Witness L entitled “comparison of interim EC member pay]. I broached the issue
gently a few more times as Bob K., who from early on, viewed my association with Witness P as “friends”
and at times would imply that I was making these statements because I was her “friend” vs doing my job
as
and letting him know potential points of liability or inequity. Bob K.
has only been willing to reconsider Witness P salary once his involvement in the
search surfaced
and I voiced my concerns to BOT [See Bob K’s email RE Interim role –
from May 22, 2019]. In
professional in the
Witness P regular position, she is the lowest paid
entire Washington State Board Community & Technical Colleges (SBCTC) system [SBCTC Salary Survey].
Doing work for others - After Person 11 left, Person 16
was named as the interim
. When issues pertaining to social equity and the climate surfaced (and resurfaced), Bob K.
asked for Witness P and I to look at drafts of messaging (email and interview/statement prep) that Person 16
had written for him [Emails from Bob Knight 9/27/18 at 3:23pm and 4:38pm]. While I did not mind
assisting with review, the scripts were poorly written, entirely culturally insensitive, and would cause
further consternation if released to the community as written. As a result, Witness P and I wound up rewriting much of this work, spending hours on Person 16 drafts – to the neglect of our own duties. For
example, I was at Central Washington University on September 27, 2018 for a College and University
Professionals Association
Board Retreat. At 3:19 3:23 pm, I received a
message from Bob K. asking for my assistance in a response to some questions from OPB. Witness P and I
did not finish a draft for him and Person 16 until roughly midnight [Email chain from
September 28,
2018 at 12:05 am]. This caused me to sit in the CWU conference room until a class came in at 5 pm,
then us talking through the draft while I was on the road. We finalized the draft and then finally
submitted it back to Person 16 at approximately 7 8:15 am the following morning [Email chain from
September 28, 2018 at 6:52am]. This is only one example. This practice even
Person 16
continued when Bob K. hired an outside PR firm to write this messaging. The firm’s messaging was
inflammatory referring to what was going on at the college as a little social justice situation. No other EC
members were asked to take on extensive additional tasks for another EC member Person 16 was interim
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on EC at the time)… and our requests for more culturally competent, cohesive responses prior to asking
for our input went unheard. We were tasked with this additional “oversight” because we were AfricanAmerican women. The expectations went well beyond a request to review based on our subject matter
expertise. Instead of holding this individual responsible for their culturally insensitive and poorly written
work products, he continued to give it to us to fix.

Proud Boys and Patriot Prayer - On Wednesday, October 17, 2018, The college community responded to
news that Patriot Prayer (and possibly the Proud Boys) may be on campus the following Monday,
September 22, 2018. Students, Faculty, and Staff attended the BOT meeting. The majority of the public
comments asked for the college to be closed. EC and the BOT had a difficult decision to make: whether
or not to close the college. When the BOT called an executive session, EC discussed whether or not to
close the college. Bob K was still speaking with the Trustees and was not a part of this discussion. We
unanimously agreed to ask Bob K and the BOT to close the college. When Bob came over, EC asked him
to close the college. During the conversation, Witness P stated that we needed to take a stand and that
systemically non-dominate folx need to feel supported at the College and it’s been reported to her and
other
employees that the perception from SND folx is that EC is not doing anything. Bob K
expressed frustration that people were saying that he wasn’t doing anything about diversity. He said,
“Look, I’ve done something, I hired Witness E
, Witness P and Witness M He minimized us in front of our
peers. In essence, he didn’t hire us because we were talented individuals in our field or the most
qualified. He just hired us because we were women of color. I attempted to reframe Witness P initial
comment because Bob K. appeared agitated, saying instead that “People acknowledge that you have
done things towards diversity, equity, and inclusion but I think folx are feeling that it has not been
effective.” In the end, the college closed on September 22nd. This statement was not lost on members
of EC as some approached us and apologized on behalf of Bob K. It was an incident that came up
regularly in individual conversations. Bob K. never apologized. However, it is important to note that this
was the first time I directly heard Witness P share information that Bob seemed to perceive as critical of
him. He was very irritated.
Witness D

@
EC Protest – 10/2/18 proposed an idea to respond differently to bias-based incidents. EC
protest and reward campaign [10.02.18 EC response to bias based incidents GPS]. Body agreed, then I
put together a task force group to plan the events [See BBI Response Calendar invite from 10/3/18].
Shortly thereafter, according to reports from Foundation Staff:
told Foundation staff it’s OK to be
White and we’ve hired some diverse folks. We had X (can’t remember the employee’s name she
referenced) and even another person with breathing difficulties (information reported to me by staff
member at the meeting) [See
email chain subject EC BBI Response from 10/10/18], Person 14 told staff
they were required to protest (not the case), According to reports from MarComm staff: Person 16 went
back to MarComm staff and spoke negatively about the proposal and how it would never work
(reported to me by a staff member present)—even though she was supposed to assist with the project
(EC minutes). Bob K tracked me down and said “Jack Burkman (former BOT) told us not to do it, it’s
gonna be a disaster!” Ultimately, in a special meeting on or about October 10th, Bob K put me in the
awkward position to make the decision— to cancel or not. I was very upset. I said since there are
multiple cabinet members who reported incorrect and/or negative information about the event and its
purpose, that there was not a united front so we shouldn’t move forward. Bob asked me to meet with
him afterward to provide specifics which I did. Affected staff came to me regarding Person 16 and Person 22
Person 22
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not call me for a comment or give me a courtesy head’s up. I spoke openly about this upset on a few
occasions at EC. I was not a fan of Molly Solomon.
A few months later, Molly Solomon published a follow up article after receiving raw data from a survey
and incorrectly referenced an 80K settlement (vs offer of judgement) with a former faculty member.
Bob K. immediately began referring to someone at EC “being a leaker.” It came to my attention that he
believed that I “was the leaker” and he wanted to get to the bottom of who was leaking this information
to OPB. On January 28, 2019, Witness E shared with me that Witness I
(now Witness I told her that Bob
K. thinks I was the leak. Witness I told her this at a Guided Pathways Event in front of a least one other
person. I was so upset… this was my professional reputation and this was being said to others and
spread to others. Shortly thereafter, BOT Paul and Jane set up a meeting to interview each member of
EC about an unrelated matter. During this meeting, I divulged that Bob K. thought I was the “leaker”
and I was very concerned about my job and professional reputation. That the selfish part of me wanted
the investigation to clear my name and receive a public apology but the CHRO in me knew if the college
community became aware that he was trying to find out who said what that it would create an overall
chilling effect and the community would be less likely to respond to climate surveys and/or provide
candid information. During this conversation, BOT Jane shared Bob K. told her that he believed Witness E
was the leaker. I shared I thought it was interesting that only the WOC on EC were suspected as the
“leakers.” I believed that it was discriminatory. Just because I am a woman of color, doesn’t mean that I
cannot make decisions for myself or that I can’t do my job or I’m willing to risk my job solely because I’m
a WOC. BOT Jane and Paul assured me that they’d find a way to broach the subject with Bob K. without
putting my name in it.
On February 12, 2019 – There was an EC agenda item called “EC Culture” if I recall the title correctly.
During that topic, this particular issue came up. Bob K. pretended that he had no idea that this “leaker”
rumor was out there. I specifically spoke to “EC members spreading gossip” and that this was my
professional reputation on the line and that I moved my family and life across the state and did not have
a dog in the OPB fight—until now, after being called the “leaker.” Witness E also shared that she was aware
of the rumors about her being the leak. Bob K. asked us to share where we got that information and he
wanted to meet with us separately because he took these allegations seriously. After that meeting,
left me a message saying that she heard me and the impact of her actions. She was
Witness I
tremendously sorry and would never do that again [Screenshot of text message from Witness I
was the EC member who Bob K. told that I was the leaker. It is my understanding that later in the day
on 2/12, Witness E spoke with Bob and told him that he was allegedly the origin of the rumor. Witness E shared
that Bob K. denied he named her as a “leaker.”
I met with Bob on February 19, 2019 – I told him that he was the EC member who allegedly originated
the rumor that I was the “leaker.” He denied it and repeatedly said it wasn’t him. Near the end of our
conversation, he said that spoke with the BOT and only one EC member told them about the “leaker”
accusations and he thought he knew who it was. I got the sense he was insinuating that he knew that I
was the one who expressed those concerns to EC.
Climate survey - Bob K. came to my office to discuss the upcoming climate survey. He said that he
wanted to postpone it and asked if I had concerns. I said that I did: If this is what the practice is—why
are we changing that? The community does not have a high level of trust in the institution and that
would feed into it. He felt it would not be fair to the new president. I told him that it would be a good
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baseline for the new president to be evaluated against. To see whether there was improvement. He
said I was the only one who felt that way. In speaking with others EC members, I learned that was not
the case. Apparently Bob K. was the one who wanted to hold off. [Bob K 1on1 re Climate Survey
3/11/19 at 3:40pm notes]
5% percent – Bob K. has shared with members of EC that “the new people” were the ones who made
the decision for the 5% budget cut. Witness E raised this issue at EC (without mentioning Bob K. as the
originator). Bob K. said that he was surprised and asked for details. Witness E recalled how she was caught
off guard during a faculty open forum. In a follow up email to the conversation at EC, Bob K. claimed he
followed up with that particular faculty member and they denied it. He chalked it up to “he said, she
said.” Witness P and I were copied [Email from Witness P May 15, 2019 11:22 am – RE: Email follow up]. I
shared my concern that these types of rumors tended to be directed to the WOC on EC and this was not
missed on me [
email dated May 15, 2019 at 10:37 am – RE: Email follow up and Bob K’s response
ge at 12:04 pm]. I forwarded this email chain to BOT Paul and Jane already so I will not go into too
much detail here [
forwarded on May 15, 2019 at 11:01 am – FW: Email follow up]. It is also
important to note that Bob K. specifically made this comment in a meeting where Witness F
was
present and she documented it in an email. In the email, Witness F noted that Witness I
was also
present. Additionally, sharing these comments with EC members-- and possibly faculty on the union
negotiation team—further strained an already tenuous relationship at the negotiations table as Witness E
and I (me as the designated “chief negotiator”) were part of the “new people” who were blamed for the
5% budget cut. Moreover, throughout negotiations, Bob K. continued to meet with the union president
and discussed negotiations. This is known as “side bargaining.” This also came up at
Person 36
a BOT meeting in an AHE report where Person 36 discussed a meeting where Bob K. said that he was
not willing to bargain a contract for multiple years… In a subsequent conversation with me, Bob K.
acknowledged having this conversation and attempted to provide context. However, these
conversations should not be happening as they could be construed as unfair labor practices AND he
should not be undermining the management labor negotiations team or me as the assigned chief
negotiator. Finally, for several months, Bob K. refused to give me parameters to negotiate salary. Over
several months, I repeatedly asked Bob K. to let me know what he was comfortable with negotiating.
Every contract or salary negotiation I have ever managed, I was provided a financial threshold. In other
words, as chief negotiator, I was empowered to engage in good faith bargaining. This was not the case
here. Bob K. has undermined me, the management negotiation team, and the process. Sending a team
to the table without the authority to negotiate in good faith is also an unfair labor practice. [Bob K.
1on1 re AHE neg and
March 26th and April 26th Company A
– Witness P
in her role as
arranged
for EC to have diversity, equity, and inclusion training for EC. Prior to moving forward, Witness P disclosed
that her sister worked in mediation and restorative justice, a separate arm of the organization. EC
agreed to move forward. The training was 4 hours long on two separate days for a total of 8 hours. Bob
K. and Person 22 missed the first two and a half hours of the training on March 26th (and did not come
at all on April 26th). When they walked in, they were asked the ice-breaker questions we were asked at
the beginning of our time together: name, racial identity, and what dish you’d bring to a celebration.
Bob K. shared his name, he was Caucasian, and that he’d bring ribs. The facilitator explained the history
of the word Caucasian and why it was problematic. Bob then said he was white but was clearly annoyed
with the training from that point. When it was Person 22 turn, she said, “Plantation Pie.” Everyone in the
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room audibly gasped and/or physically recoiled. The facilitator asked, “I’m sorry, what did you say?”
repeated it. The facilitator asked “I’ve never heard of that, what is it?”
described it. The
facilitator asked where it came from,
replied, “Georgia.” The facilitator gave
every opportunity
to back down. She didn’t. I was shocked. Others in the room were shocked. We continued with the
training and were having some difficult and uncomfortable, but necessary conversations. One
conversation was about the cliché, “having a black friend.” One of the facilitators said that if you
haven’t had a romantic relationship with a black person, haven’t been to their homes, and/or done
more than hang out in a public place after work, you do not have a black friend. They did use some
profanity for shock value. There were hard, uncomfortable conversations about policies giving the
outcomes that were intended. If we didn’t like the outcomes, then we needed to change the policies.
We had a debrief conversation at EC where the majority of EC members enjoyed and learned from the
training. It is my understanding that Bob K. does not plan to bring them back because he was offended
by the discussion about the black friend and the profanity used. However, he never followed up with
any of us about the effect of Person 22 comment. It negatively impacted many of us in the room-- not just
the WOC-- as it was a topic of conversation for several weeks afterward. It strikes me that he was only
concerned about his discomfort with conversations he’d taken out of context because he was not there
for the entire training. [Person 22 apology and Witness P response email chain dated March 29, 2019
at 7:04 pm – RE: My apologies]

Person 22

Person 22

Person 22

Person 22

– This position has been a highly political position where the college community has had a keen
interest in next steps.
@
In an August 7, 2018 email sent at 11:38 am, Subject – Message from the President: Changes in
the
, Bob
addressed several changes. In this email, he states Witness P “will oversee the other functions that fall
under the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion… and providing leadership on issues related to power,
privilege, and inequity.” He further stated that “She will also serve on the Executive Cabinet and as EC’s
liaison to the Social Equity Council.” Finally, he advised the college that he’d “asked a small team
consisting of” Witness P Witness E Witness D Person 37 and Person 38
to “conduct a thorough review
of the Associate Vice President position and to present recommendations to the Executive Cabinet.”
Therefore, from the beginning, Bob K. inserted Witness P in the development and evolution of the
position. It is disingenuous for him to claim several months later that he was
concerns that she had “insider information” when he appointed her to the committee tasked with
presenting recommendations on the
position to the Executive Cabinet.
In fact, any appointee to an interim role would have “insider information” by the virtue of performing
the role on a temporary basis.
Due to the high visibility, I raised the possibility of using an Executive Recruitment firm to fill the
position. I raised this possibility at an EC meeting. Everyone in attendance (including Bob Knight)
agreed. We also all agreed (including Bob K.) to ask Company B the firm that the college retained for the VP
of Human Resources and Compliance position, to come in to present to EC [October 23, 2018 EC
minutes and
GPS form]. They agreed to do so [October 31, 2018 at 8:40 am
email thread between
and Witness K from Company B
came to an EC meeting and presented
their vision and how they could help. They recommended some modifications that Bob K. had been
reluctant to implement, most notably, the VP title, increased salary, and the degree requirements. It is
important to note that these were issues that some members of EC had been trying to convince Bob K of
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Company B

to discuss job description, title, salary and minimum qualifications. None of the outside
candidates had access to this inside information.

3) Fairness and Equity issue: Company B informed HR recruiters via email to only screen for a bachelor’s
degree when the minimum qualifications advertised for were “master’s degree or equivalent
experience” and “3 years of progressively responsible experience in a senior‐level diversity‐related
position”. This becomes a fairness and equity issue when we are moving candidates forward with
qualifications lower than the minimum qualifications advertised. Other potential candidates may have
applied had they known we were only screening for a bachelor’s degree.
4) Fairness and Equity issue: I was informed by Company B that they received pressure from a strong voice
within the screening committee to be inclusive and include the internal candidate in the final pool of
candidates. One of the responsibilities Company B agreed to in their contract with Clark College was to
maintain objectivity regarding a candidate’s qualifications. They did not remain objective.
5) Process issue: All members of the screening committee did not receive diversity in hiring training
prior to the process beginning. Clark College requires all members of hiring committees to receive
diversity in hiring training prior to serving on the committee.
6) Process issue: The screening committee did not receive a process and confidentiality briefing from
an HR recruiter at the beginning of the process which is standard procedure for screening committees.
7) Process issue: The screening committee members did not sign a confidentiality agreement in order
to participate in the process.
8) Fairness and Equity issue: All three employees of the Office of
, at the
time of the hiring process, were on the screening committee. Their direct supervisor is a candidate.
Thank you for your understanding. Please do not assume that my decision to stop the process means
that any of the final candidates could not perform the duties of
.

Bob Knight
President
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iv. Photos on walls throughout the campus
6. The work needs to start at the EC
a. We need to have consulting and coaching
7. Missed opportunity with Person 33
a. She did not do a listening tour (like
did)
b. She could have went out just to listen to people and she chose not to
Bob Knight
1. National guided pathways (and developmental levels)
2. Acknowledging #'s addressing student needs we can address
a. Discussed 3 levels, students below college level learning
b. Students in this group are given zero percent chance they will pass college
c. Bob - sees it as an opportunity gap
3. Acknowledged we need to create the conditions for success
4. Grant from the NEA community
a. To help educate
b. Brought 2 articles on topic
c. DEHP diversity and equity in hiring p?
d. How do we create the conditions to hire and retain
Witness D

Discussion continued:
1. Social equity council roles
2. Person 3 - did a lot of work that was not part of her job
3. You used comfort zone, means different to different people
4. Anti-Semitic flyers posted (does not instill comfort)
5. How can we expand the bubble and be intentional with actions
6. Clark does good at diversity but bad at inclusion
7. Ideas on what you think we should do
a. Mentorship
Person
33 is awesome with her activism however is missing the personal connection part
8.
a. She is all business, not what this college needs
b. Very linear
Wit

1. Discussed alternative models
a. Northwestern University (change makers)
i. Grass roots/personal connection efforts
ii. I was nominated for employee of the year for my work at Northwestern
around issues of E&I
iii. I can share links to help Person 33 with direction
b. Portland Community College model
i. Division Leaders Diversity Council
ii. Discussed my role at PCC in DLDC and in Co-chairing sub groups
2. How do we move forward
a. What can we do?
3. Bob: at the state level and at other colleges they say Clark is doing great
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“troublemaker.” She also said her supervisor declined a request to go to a black employee resource
group event and that she was never offered a formal exit interview. I’d like to know if the college wants
to respond to any of these claims.

I am truly saddened to hear that one of our former employees has such unpleasant memories
of her time here at Clark. Some of what she describes sounds like a personal conflict with a
supervisor. But I would like to address the complaint specifically about my behavior. It’s true
that for many years I had a habit of calling people “troublemakers” or saying, “Here comes
trouble” when they approached. I meant it as a term of affection, but I have since learned
that it was causing people I worked with to feel minimized or disparaged. I truly regret any
pain that created and I changed my language as soon as I realized it was a problem. I know
our Office of Diversity and Equity is planning a new series of workshops on micro‐aggressions
and intent‐versus‐impact, and I look forward to learning more about these topics along with
the rest of the college. I want all our employees to feel safe and valued everywhere and every
time they are at Clark.
In a couple different interviews with Bob, he highlights how the recruitment at Clark has increased over
time, with a handout he gave me showing that the percent of employees of color at Clark have gone up
from 10.8 % in 2007‐08 to 15.6% in 2017‐18 (although those numbers were preliminary) – What has
Clark College done to recruit differently in recent years that they can attribute to these numbers
improving?

In 2014 Clark hired a Diversity Outreach Manager who worked with our offices of Human
Resources and Diversity and Equity to expand our ability to reach diverse candidates. This
has involved everything from going to diversity‐oriented job fairs to examining the way we
handle the hiring process and recommending changes. This is important, because we
understand that changing our recruiting processes isn't enough to get where we want to be
as an institution‐‐we need to revise our whole hiring process. One important step is that we
have pursued a goal that all hiring pools must be at least 25 percent made up of diverse
candidates. Another is to ensure that all employees who serve on a hiring committee first
take an Equity in Hiring training. We also moved our Non‐Discrimination Statement to the top
of our job postings so that it is immediately visible to applicants.
All this work is ongoing—we have recently elevated that original Outreach Manager position
to one of Associate Director of Diversity, Outreach, Recruitiment & Retention, and that
position is responsible for making additional recommendations to make our hiring process
more accessible and equitable.
Several people who worked in the diversity center claim that Person 33
created a toxic work
environment. She has since been let go by the college and is finishing out her contract which ends Sept.
30. Does Bob Knight agree that Person 33 created a toxic work environment? Is there any reason that the
college is giving for the unexpected departure of
?

That is a personnel matter and we cannot discuss personnel matters.
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o EC chime tower event.
o Financial support.
If a person is identified as vandalizing property, who will do the investigation? Local
authorities as vandalism is a crime.
Committing to fast-tracking the placement of security cameras across campus makes a strong
statement.
EC is supportive of making a strong public statement to the community, the see something
say something campaign, and some kind of reward for identifying the perpetrators, and
investing in cameras.
The Foundation could create a fund, similar to GoFundMe, to which anyone could contribute;
the Foundation could match the contributed funds.
Bob K said the most impactful way to make a statement would be to invite the mayor, county
officials, representatives from the NAACP, LULAC, and YWCA, and invite them to speak. Clark
could take the lead for the local community. It will take more effort if everyone is included.
The AAG’s office would need to be consulted about the possibility of corporate sponsorships
in support of this effort. The VPD should also be consulted prior to anything taking place.
A policy and procedure should be developed outlining how to go about this process and how
to determine reward compensation if two or more people make a report and make a claimfor
the reward.
Put task force together to plan the protest. Witness M Witness H Person 16 and Witness P will plan
the protest. It must be scheduled when Bob K is here.
Witness H will contact the AAG’s office and the VPD about offering a reward and determining
police assistance and response with the protest and reporting.
Witness H will obtain the cost for camera installation.
Val will determine any impact on bandwidth and alleviating any speed issues.
Witness H and Witness M will look at a parking card proposal for all staff and faculty.
Witness P will talk to the ASCC leadership about arranging a quarterly student gathering to
discuss bias-based incidents and how they affect students.

Attachments:

Budget Impact
EC MEETING
DATE

DESCRIPTION

FUNDING
SOURCE

AMOUNT

Revised November 2017
Goals/Plan/Strategy
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PERMANENT

ONETIME

DURATION OF
COMMITMENT

As I said before, we have work to do; and I am committed to making Clark College an inclusive
and safe environment for all.
Sincerely,
Bob Knight
President
From: Knight, Robert <rknight@clark.edu>
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2019 5:24 PM
To: College Master List <CLARK@clark.edu>
Subject: Message from the President: Themes from Feedback
Importance: High

College Community,
In October, I asked for your feedback on the barriers to creating an inclusive
environment for People of Color here at Clark College. Thank you for being vulnerable
enough to share your thoughts with me and the Executive Cabinet. The results from the
feedback given will be used to inform work and actions moving forward. In the spirit of
transparency and shared governance, I am taking the time to close the loop and
communicate out some of the themes from the survey.
Training: There was a call for deeper training around intercultural competency. While
we have provided power, privilege and inequity trainings over the years, we are
exploring ways to assess the efficacy of these trainings and continue to improve.
Executive Cabinet has contracted with Company A
to provide equity training,
coaching and consultation for the college community. For Executive Cabinet to
effectively connect and build trust with our colleagues and employees, we must have a
foundation of cultural humility. This training is not a one-off; it will be followed up by
consultation to ensure accountability. Additionally, the Board of Trustees and Executive
Cabinet have also agreed to attend equity training during a Board work session. The
first iteration of this training will focus on the impact of microaggressions.
Listening: Many expressed the need for leadership to stop “hearing” and to start
listening; and to specifically listen to the experiences of People of Color. To us, this
means action. We are committing to ensuring stories and experiences are listened to,
and action is taken as a result. Each Executive Cabinet member has committed to going
back to their departments to conduct listening sessions with their staff, and from those
sessions create action plans that will move us forward in this work. We will continue to
have these important conversations at Executive Cabinet to keep us working toward our
mission and goals.
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From: Witness M
[mailto Witness M clark.edu]
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 1:07 PM
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Screening Committee?
Hi Deborah,
Please see the below responses to your questions. If I can be of further assistance, please let me
know. Thank you!
~Witness M
From: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 7:12 AM
To: Witness M
<Witness M clark.edu>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Screening Committee?
Please respond to the questions below:
1. Was anyone from HR a member of your screening committee? Who? As I was not an employee at the
time, it is my understanding that Company B was the initial screener and brought forward 6 “viable”
candidates to the Executive Cabinet for consideration. EC conducted Skype interviews with 5, then
decided on 3 finalists to bring to campus. This process was agreed to by EC – see scan.pdf for April 24,
2018 EC minutes.
2. How are members of screening committees selected? Provide any written
policy/procedure. Typically, in practice recruitments conducted by Clark College HR, the recruiter asks
the hiring manager who they want to be on the hiring committee (see hiring manager checklist). In this
case, the recruitment and screening process was conducted by Company B (similar to my
search). In the
search, EC identified who would sit on the hiring committee, chair it, and that the
hiring committee would decide who to bring forward for interviews. It was critical that representatives
from the college community (vs just EC) had a voice on the hiring committee due to community
concerns raised about the last two hiring processes. We specifically did not want the committee
weighted heavily with EC members.
With that said, there is no specific written policy or procedure containing selection criteria for how
members of hiring committees are selected, just that they are appointed by the president or the
appropriate EC member.

1. Screening (from Admin Policy 610.040 – full text at bottom of this email)
a. Screening committees for administrative/exempt positions will be appointed by the
president or the appropriate Executive Cabinet member. A minimum of a chair and three
members from the College community will be appointed. A student representative
and/or additional representatives from the College or community may be appointed as
deemed appropriate.
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position that resulted in Witness B hire included Person 16
on the hiring committee and she was the committee
chair. She would also be a direct report of the
The

(

5. Was there any EC discussion of there being 3
staff on the screening committee, before the
recruitment was cancelled? No. Initially there were two representatives from
– Person 2 &
Person 40
, she was the representative selected by
Person 28 was not selected by
Student Affairs (see attached email). During the course of the
search, Person 28 was
promoted to a position in
(See Farewell email). We would not stop a search or remove someone
from a hiring committee just because they were promoted to another position in a different area.

610.040 APPOINTMENT PROCEDURES FOR FULL-TIME
PERMANENT ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXEMPT STAFF
Selection standards for administrative and exempt employees are outlined in Chapter 13116 WAC.
No exceptions will be made to the appointment procedures for the recruitment, screening,
and selection of full-time permanent administrative and exempt staff, except in cases of
extreme emergency.
Authorization to Begin
If an administrative or exempt position is vacated, the appropriate administrator must refer
the request to the appropriate Executive Cabinet member for approval prior to requesting
Human Resources to begin a search. The job description may be changed only on approval
of the Cabinet and the associate
For new positions, the dean, director, or other supervisor must submit a written request to
the appropriate Executive Cabinet member, clearly stating necessary or desirable
qualifications for the position. The vice president will refer the request to the Cabinet.
Normally, new positions are initiated as part of the budget process.
Recruiting
Upon receiving authorization to begin an active search for eligible candidates to fill the
approved position, the following administrative procedures apply:
1. Job announcements will be prepared by Human Resources and approved by the
appropriate Executive Cabinet member, the AA/EO officer, the associate
and the president or designee before distribution.
2. Human Resources will distribute job announcements to agencies on the appropriate
affirmative action and recruitment mailing lists. Human Resources will be responsible for
placing position advertisements and distributing announcements to the appropriate
degree-granting institutions in Washington and Oregon. Positions will be posted on the
College website.
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3. An announcement of the opening will be published via e-mail and the College website.
4. Vacant or new positions will be announced to faculty as per the CC/AHE Agreement.
Pre-Screening
1. During the application period, Human Resources will retain all materials submitted in
response to the job announcement. These will include:
a. Letter of application. A written document indicating interest in the position.
b. Current résumé.
c. Clark College Application for Faculty and Administrative Positions.
d. Transcripts. Unofficial transcripts are acceptable during the selection process; official
transcripts must be provided when employed. Placement files are not a substitute for
transcripts. The terminal degree required for the position must be indicated on the
transcript.
e. Any other materials required by the job announcement, such as written responses to
specific questions, or letters of reference.
2. All materials, including letters of reference and transcripts, received after the closing date
will be marked with the date they arrived and added to the applicants' files. The College
is not obligated to consider materials submitted more than seven days after the closing
date.
3. An applicant tracking system will be maintained by Human Resources and a copy of
applicant rosters made available to the AA/EO officer.
4. Human Resources will identify documents received from each applicant.
5. Workforce profile forms will be available to the AA/EO officer for review. Human
Resources will record the method by which applicants learned of the position opening.
6. The applicant pool will be reviewed to determine whether a formal extension of the
closing date is necessary.
a. A formal extension may be made if an insufficient number of persons have
applied. The recommendation for extension of the recruitment period will be made by the
AA/EO officer and/or Human Resources after consultation with the screening committee
and the appropriate Executive Cabinet member; the president or designee must approve
the extension.
b. A formal extension may also be made if an insufficient number of persons from
protected groups have applied. The AA/EO officer may recommend to the president, in
writing, that the recruitment period be extended. If the president approves the extension,
he/she will notify the AA/EO officer and the associate
the screening committee, and the hiring administrator or division chair, in writing.
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c. If the closing date is formally extended, the extension will be publicized appropriately.
7. Assuming an adequate pool of candidates, Human Resources will conduct the prescreening, eliminating those who do not meet the minimum qualifications. At the request
of the committee, Human Resources may conduct further screening using criteria
established by the screening committee.
Screening
a. Screening committees for administrative/exempt positions will be appointed by the
president or the appropriate Executive Cabinet member. A minimum of a chair and three
members from the College community will be appointed. A student representative
and/or additional representatives from the College or community may be appointed as
deemed appropriate.
b. The screening committee will draft criteria to be used in evaluating all applicants. The
AA/EO officer or the associate
or designee must
approve these criteria.
c. The screening committee will evaluate and interview applicants according to the same
standards. The committee will normally interview at least five applicants. The appropriate
Executive Cabinet member or president will normally interview those applicants
interviewed in person by the screening committee for whom returning for another
interview will constitute a hardship for the applicant or the College.
d. References will be checked by the committee and the president or designee to verify
the information on applications.
e. A minimum of three candidates will be recommended, in alphabetical order, to the vice
president or president. Strengths, weaknesses, and anticipated contribution to the
College shall be included in the recommendation of all finalists. If the screening
committee is not able to forward three candidates, the chair of the screening committee
will work with the appropriate Executive Cabinet member, who will make the final
decision on the next steps in the process.
f. The appropriate Executive Cabinet member or AA/EEO officer may meet with the
screening committee at any time to discuss the diversity of the applicant pool. Records of
all screening committee actions will be turned over to and kept on file in Human
Resources.
8. The screening process will be coordinated by Human Resources.
Selection
The appropriate Executive Cabinet member and president will normally interview all
finalists, except for positions reporting to the president.
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The appropriate Executive Cabinet member will make a recommendation to the president. If
none of the applicants recommended are acceptable, the president may ask the screening
committee to make further recommendations or ask Human Resources to reopen the
recruitment. The president or designee will make the final selection. The president or
designee may consult with the screening committee chair before making an appointment.
Thanks,
Deborah Diamond
D Diamond Consulting
(206) 200-3236
www.seattlefactfinding.com
This communication, along with attachments, is covered by federal and state law governing
electronic communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information.
If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this message, or any portion thereof, is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please reply immediately to the
sender and delete this message. Thank you.
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From: Witness

K

<Witness KCompany B com>

Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 1:55 PM To: Witness

M

<Witness

M clark.edu>

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Follow up - Recruitment Resources
Hi Witness M Thank you for setting up the meeting for us today. We thought it went well and hopef
ully the information we shared was useful. Please do let us know if there is anything else you ne
ed to help finalize the position description. How was the conversation with the group after we left
? Please feel free to call me if there is anything you’d like to discuss. I’ve attached the PowerPo
int we used for our discussion today as well as the DEHPD 17 Steps for Hiring resource to be s
hare with the search committee as you see fit. I will be in the office the next two weeks should y
ou need anything. We look forward to kicking this recruitment off officially and seeing you in the
new year!
Thank you! Witness K
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From: Mankowski Dixon, Jennifer L. (ATG) [mailto:jennifer.mankowskidixon@atg.wa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 7, 2019 2:03 PM
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Cc: Jacobsen, Jane <JJacobsen@clark.edu>
Subject: Clark College BOT dates
Good afternoon,
Below is a list of additional dates and meetings involving the trustees. If you have any questions, please
feel free to contact me or Chair Jacobsen.
April 30, 2019 – In a meeting with President Knight and Trustee Speer, President Knight shared concerns
he had relative to the process for the
position selection and qualifications of two
candidates. President Knight shared that he had been in direct contact with the search firm to discuss
these concerns. He shared that he was considering a range of options on how to proceed, including
pausing the process for the next president to restart. President Knight stated that he was working on
Witness E Witness M and the AAG to discuss. Trustee
setting up a meeting with the search firm,
Speer indicated that had President Knight asked for input prior to contacting the search firm, he would
have advised against doing so, and to trust the process. Trustee Speer advised him that since he had
contacted them, and given he was in the last few months in office, that it might be best to extract himself
from the HR decision making, pause the process, and hand it off to the next president. He also suggested
President Knight confer with Trustee Strong given her HR background.
May 3, 2019 – Trustee Strong discussed the
position selection process with President
Knight. She recommended he consider pausing the process for the next president to pick up.
May 6, 2019 – Trustee Speer had a brief meeting with President Knight and reiterated his inputs from the
April 30, 2019 meeting.
May 13, 2019 – Trustees Speer and Jacobsen met with President Knight and expressed their concern
about input they were getting regarding the climate between Executive Cabinet (EC) and President
Knight, which included President Knight’s involvement in the
selection process. Trustees
Speer and Jacobsen encouraged President Knight to discontinue any HR related actions and pause in the
hiring process until the next president was in position. Trustees Speer and Jacobsen stated that if
President Knight did not find a way to deescalate the exchanges taking place between he and the EC, they
would be duty bound to take the issue to the full Board for consideration. President Knight expressed
concern about the integrity of the selection process with the search firm, including how qualifications had
been applied, communications between the college and the firm, and risk issues for the college.
May 22, 2019 – Board of Trustees Meeting
May 27, 2019 – In an email to the Board of Trustees, President Knight indicates, “I am also
recommending that the next president start the process over and that the current interim
remain in that the position if she wants to until a permanent is decided with a new
process.”
May 28, 2019 – Trustee Rupley (by phone) and Trustee Speer met with President Knight for a monthly
meeting. President Knight reviewed his email from May 27, 2019 and indicated that he had announced
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his decision to EC on pausing the process, met with the Interim
to let her know he wanted
her to remain in the acting role, was working to increase her pay to align with responsibilities, and that the
new president would resume the selection process when they arrived. Trustee Rupley and Trustee Speer
strongly encouraged President Knight to recuse himself from any HR related activities.
Thank you,
Jennifer Mankowski Dixon
Section Chief/Assistant Attorney General
1220 Main Street, Suite 510
Vancouver, WA 98660
Ph: 360-759-2100
Fax: 360-759-2109
Attorney-Client Privileged Communication and Work Product. Do Not Forward or Disclose. The
information in this message and attachment are privileged attorney-client communications and attorney
work product, intended only for the designated recipient(s). If you have received this message in error,
please contact Jennifer Mankowski Dixon at (360) 759-2113 or JenniferM1@atg.wa.gov.
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From: Witness K <Company B
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2019 3:34 PM
To: Knight, Robert
Subject: [EXTERNAL]

Recruitment Information

Hi Bob,

Thank you for reaching out to me directly yesterday, as it’s important to keep the lines of
communication open for such an important recruitment. Per shared with me today that you would like
son

to see more detail around how the top 5 candidates were19
determined. It’s the same process we used for

Witness M

recruitment and I’d be more than happy to outline our firm’s methodology around

candidate selection. I’ve attached documents you can review, which will illustrate our decision‐making
process. I’d also be happy to hop on the phone to discuss how these all tie together.

1. For access to resumes, cover letters, and the very important written assessments, please follow
this link for a DROPBOX folder (no username or password is
needed):https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gn9ebn0b7d2ln5o/AAA5fK‐
HWeMnuZqnggNz0QEfa?dl=0

2. Our team led a meeting with Clark’s internal search committee to define success, i.e. creation of
the “Success Profile”; a tool we use to drive objectivity in our screening process. You can find
definitions along with how the written assessment questions correlate attached via PDF.

3. We capture notes from our evaluations in the Candidate Assessment Matrix (attached) based
on several data points: interviews, cover letter, resumes.
To address Witness P specifically, please see the following position description qualifications and our
interpretation:

Qualifications:
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How this experience was Interpreted:

Witness P

In terms of best practice, we highly recommend letting Clark’s Search Committee carry out the work of
continued candidate vetting. After all, there was a reason these members were selected to represent
the college and its stakeholders in this recruitment, and ultimately ensure success and accountability for
this hire after your transition.

Please let me know if you’d like to discuss further.
Witness K

From: Knight, Robert <rknight@clark.edu>
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2019 3:49 PM
To: Witness K Company B
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL]
Recruitment Information
Witness K

Thank you for the follow-up. I did not see the

as a senior level position. It appears to be a

voluntary position with no salary and no evaluation. Do you have any idea how many initiatives she led a
year? It was also listed as 40 hours a week which coincided with a 40 hour week for her paid job. Do
you have more clarity on this? It does not appear to be feasible. 80 hours a week for over 4 years. More
clarity would help. Thank you again for working to answer my questions.
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Bob
From: Witness K <Company B
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019 9:15 AM
To: Knight, Robert
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL]
Recruitment Information
Hi Bob,
With regards to if Witness P meets the 3‐year requirement, it seems that this a bit of a gray area based on
your, our and the Search Committee’s interpretation of what should be included or excluded in meeting
the 3‐year requirement. Obviously, we and the Search Committee feel that her experience at
along with the time at Clark College in the role satisfies this requirement, but you see it differently. I
wish it was more cut and dry than this, but unfortunately, it’s the circumstances.
You expressed to me on the phone that you foresaw pushback if Witness P was considered for the
opportunity, and based on what I’ve heard from the Search Committee, I believe there could be
pushback if she is not considered at this point. Based on this, we have two stakeholder groups with two
different points of view on candidate qualifications and how to move forward with a specific candidate.
I don’t believe the decision of including or excluding Witness P candidacy at this point based on the
circumstances is one that should be made without consulting the Search Committee Chair or the entire
Search Committee (it’s part of why Search Committees are formed in the first place). Perhaps it would
be best if you spoke with the Search Committee Chair and maybe the
regarding
the best way to proceed.
Thank you,

Witness K

From: Knight, Robert <rknight@clark.edu>
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019 11:06 AM
To: Witness K Company B
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL]
Recruitment Information
Witness K

Thanks for your additional input. My only point of concern at this time is meeting minimum
requirements and what you and your company position is. I don’t think committee position or any
support one way or the other from others should come into play until the meeting of minimum
requirements is met. You mentioned on the phone, as part of the argument to move her forward, that
there was strong support from the committee. That shouldn’t come into play at this time.
For the record, I had issue with a couple of candidates. You alleviated my concern for one but not for
the other, Witness P
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I would like you/ your company to make a clear definitive stand one way or the other whether you
believe
constitutes senior level leadership in the field of
diversity and equity. Your previous email indicates your position is in the gray area.
Thanks for your attention and assistance for this important matter to the college.
Bob
From: Witness K <Company B
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2019 12:32 PM
To: Knight, Robert <rknight@clark.edu>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]
‐ Follow up
Hi Bob,
We think the best way to move forward would be to schedule a meeting between yourself, the Search
Committee Chair, The VP of HR, and with us.
Please let us know if there is someone we can work with to get this scheduled this week.
Thank you,

Witness K

From: Knight, Robert <rknight@clark.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2019 2:13 PM
To: Witness K <Company B
Cc: Person 21 <Person 21 clark.edu>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL]
‐ Follow up
Witness K
Person 21

I will ask
to arrange the meeting. I will be inviting legal counsel, our Assistant Attorney General, to
the meeting, not as a threat but to guide me and the college through our decision making.
Thanks
Bob
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& Company B

Conversation with Bob K re:
Monday, April 29, 2019

11:19 AM

Wit shared: Agreed highly political issue therefore
Purpose was to create a "firewall" so that
nes
qualifications review was conducted by a neutral 3rd party. HR has been insulated from the process as
sM
Company B

well. Only assisting with support items such as room scheduling/ NeoGov access. Sue did not have full
information.
During listening sessions for new
I learned there are still deep sensitivities regarding the
selection of the previous incumbent. Feelings that the internal candidate was penalized for having
difficult conversations with Admin and did not get the position due to doing the interim
work.

Company B

‐ highly unusual, for hiring manager to get involved at this juncture and concerned there will be
political and legal ramifications.

Wit = Interim… appointed by BK. Not similarly situated to others.
ne
ss
Candidates were selected based on qualifications and understanding that new field of work therefore,
P

many folx took on these responsibilities in addition to regular responsibilities. Was senior level work as
built the process at
"POC tax." At presentation at EC Company B specifically discussed (due to
salary limitations) and agreed that the College would be open to candidates who were very
knowledgeable and ready to take the next step in this area.

Witness E

Witness K

to discuss the process to date? JMD?

=======
Bob K: Lemme see where we're at. 4 that didn't meet the min. 2 still didn't meet the min requirements.
Person 52
Witness P

‐ Unfortunately doesn't meet either.

Discussed application and POC tax (getting involved with D&I but not getting paid/promoted for it). BK
believes that it's volunteer work. Based on JD's outline, Wit argued that it is not. Interviews and
nes
reference checks of preferred candidate would provide additional
information.
sM

Believes liability. Wit argued no because interim. Obviously, believed could successfully perform EF as
nes
appointed her in interim
role. Based on, can interview.
sM

Believes Committee chair (changed to just committee) just moved her forward. Believes that they didn't
consider min. What about others? Again, not sim sit because interim appointment. President search
said Interim can't apply. Different process and stated upfront… believes that Wit "disingenuous bc
ne
didn't opt out when discussion at EC on how to fill position. " Wit my understanding
that several EC
ss
nes
members did encourage her to apply. No causal link ‐ no "evidence" to claims.
sM

Wit suggested: Meeting with
nes
sM

Witness E

P

WWi , BK, and W to get all people in the room.
ittn
itn
nes
es
es
s
sM
K
s
M
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Bob 1on1 Page 1

5/6/19
Salary difference ‐ Per left contracts in her office. Explained difference in why 11A vs 11B.

son
Pe
‐
: "if no19
one has integrity," I will step in. Only one name was given (internal candidate).
rso
Looking and mining through the information. Just mentioned one candidate. Wi : We need to let Witness M
n
tn
Pe : What if an
know because
a high profile issue. Per didn't listen to that advice and got involved.
19
es
son
Wi
EEOC complaint? : What if there's an EEOC complaint because we are honing in onrso
one candidate?
s
19
n
tn raised about only
Pe : The issues were
one candidate. Wi : why is only one candidate
being
targeted…
R
19
es
rso
tn
that's risky. Why is there a deeper dive going onto one candidate? All said met minimum qualifications
s
n
es
through app process
but no one is double checking into
all. On hiring committee, nothing jumped out
R
19
s
Company B
about quals. Committee and
independently came
up with same 5 candidates to move forward.
R

Believes personal vendetta against internal candidate's work/voice in equity work. Or because of Black
woman. Or because this is what an EC member is supposed to look like.

PARs & PAFs ‐ checking math??? Shouldn't this be at program level? Vs just copying HR to keep in the
loop.
Reference check policy ‐ had recruitment look. Follow up questions. Will follow up with Heidi to get
additional clarification and then move to finalize.
Just need to notify EC of changes for HR structure.
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1 on 1 Page 1

TOPIC

DISCUSSION







CtcLink—

Person 55


Enrollment Report




Budget Update


Public Records Request

ACTION

The first six sets of user acceptance/training are underway by
the finance department staff. They are going into year‐end very
soon and will no longer be able to focus on ctcLink.
SBCTC spent a week here working on fall course scheduling.
Most of the fall schedule is now in PeopleSoft and classes will
have to be assigned to classrooms. We are still determining how
to get the curriculum into PeopleSoft.
Clark has raised concerns about PeopleSoft’s accessibility. There
is an RFP out for companies who can test for accessibility; this
will be done as part of user acceptance testing. The SBCTC has
said they will do whatever they can to accommodate and work
with Oracle to make sure accessibility is integrated into
PeopleSoft.
ECD still has not resolved the software issues for registration.
The SBCTC update will not meet all the needs of the OSECI
software. The state is in negotiations about the Campus CE
product. We don’t know what the enhanced OSECE product will
look like as this was not in the SBCTC plan to support. Clark
could stick with Campus CE but would have to double enter the
information into PeopleSoft until a solution is found. The state’s
version still will not be the same version as the college uses.
The comparison of numbers is still not working and is part of the
whole reporting issue the college is having.
Witness H
The 5% cuts will be put on ClarkNet.
is going to take
what he was given and post it. If you want your department
entries to be reported in a different format, please update and
send to him by the end of business on Wednesday, May 29.
The BOT requested the details of personnel budget reductions
Witness H
during the work session last week.
will send a
spreadsheet to EC with information that needs to be populated
with unit information
Witness H
has received two more records requests from Molly
Solomon.
She is requesting copies of EC minutes from January 1‐May 23,
2019 as well as all communications between search firm
Company B
(
and EC, Bob K, and the
hiring committee
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Witness H

will send out the form in next couple of
days.
Please break your departmental information out
for clarity and have it completed by the end of
day on May 29.
If your information is ok in its current format,
please send him quick email and let him know
it’s ok to go as is.

members including the contract of the hired search firm.
TOPIC

DISCUSSION



Search

ACTION

Bob K is immediately stopping the
search. He will turn
the hiring process over to the new president.
He shared his reasoning with the EC as follows:
o The college did not go out to bid on the contract although it
was above the $10,000 threshold thus not providing for an
open and inclusive search. He learned this after the fact but
allowed the process to move forward. He asked that
Purchasing document the process including the error.
o The entire EC and the search firm met to discuss the
position’s job description, responsibilities, and expectations,
title, salary, and minimum qualifications. The college agreed
to elevate the position to a full VP and increase the salary to
widen the net and attract a candidate with three years of
executive level equity experience.
o In April, Bob learned from HR that the screening committee
had narrowed the candidate pool to ten. He asked for
copies of the finalists, so he could review them. After
reviewing the resumes, some finalists did not meet the
minimums that EC agreed upon. In Witness M absence, he
contacted the search firm to discuss his concerns. He spoke
to Witness K and asked about the process and she informed
him that the pool had been narrowed to five – questions
existed about two of the five finalists meeting minimum
qualifications.
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TOPIC

DISCUSSION






ACTION

Bob then talked to Perso Perso , and Pers in HR, and they
n 19
n 56
onthe five finalists did not
thought the pool was
still at
ten. Two of
57

meet the minimum requirements for three years of
progressively responsible experience in a senior‐level diversity
position. Witness K asked Bob what he wanted, and he said a fair
and equitable process. He asked the firm to provide in writing
that each candidate met minimums. She said that she heard a
strong voice from within the screening committee that she
should be inclusive and include the internal candidate.
At this point, he put the process on hold until he could speak
Witness M
with
They decided to get everyone together for a
Witness M Witness K Witness E
meeting—
Bob, and Clark’s Assistant
Attorney General. The meeting was scheduled for May 23 but
cancelled.
In preparing for the meeting, Bob then discovered:
o All full‐time employees in the
is on the screening
committee.
o HR processes were not followed in that not all screening
committee members were given the “process and
confidentiality” briefing before the process. The screening
committee members had not signed confidentiality
agreements.
o Per Clark’s policy, all screening committee members must
receive “diversity in hiring” training before serving on a
committee. Two members did not have the training prior to
the start of the committee. One received it after the
committee started and the chair of the committee hasn’t
yet received it.
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TOPIC

DISCUSSION





ACTION
Witness P

Bob is fully supportive of and appreciates the work
is
doing as interim but does not believe the process has been fair
and equitable for everyone applying for the position.
Bob has decided to cancel the search firm’s contract as he does
not feel they performed to the contract’s specifications. They
were to have pre‐qualified candidates but moved candidates
forward who did not meet minimums. They were not objective
in allowing a strong voice within the screening committee to
influence the process and move an inside candidate forward
who did not meet minimums.
He is recommending that the next president start the process
over and that Witness P remain in the position if she agrees to
until a permanent VP is decided upon with a new process.
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From: Witness M
[mailto Witness M clark.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2019 9:05 PM
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>; pia@thomasbloomconsulting.com
Cc: Strong, Rekah <RStrong@clark.edu>; Jennifer Mankowski Dixon <JenniferM1@atg.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: EC Minutes 5.28.19
Hi Deborah, Pia, and Rekah,
Witness E
I have removed Witness P and
from my response per your request. With that said, I do have
significant concerns about Bob Knight’s decision to publicly post these highly inflammatory, inaccurate
descriptions of the
recruitment process in the May 28th EC meeting minutes. I believe this was
intentional as none of the previous EC minutes have this much detail and specificity. Additionally, these
minutes confirm the same pretextual comments that I alleged occurred in my discrimination complaint
as being retaliatory, calling my professional reputation and credibility into question. Now he is sharing
this inaccurate information with the entire Clark College community. All faculty, staff, and students have
access to these minutes. I also wonder if our new interim president has read these minutes and if/how
they will impact my effectiveness and chance for success in my role—even after Bob’s departure.
Sincerely,
~Witness M
From: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2019 7:02 AM
To: Witness M
<Witness M clark.edu>
Cc: Pia Bloom <pia@thomasbloomconsulting.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: EC Minutes 5.28.19
I will add this to your retaliation allegation.
Questions:
1. Are draft EC minutes circulated for comment before they are finalized and posted?
2. Did you read the draft and/or final minutes for 05/28/2019 when they were issued? Or just when
brought them to your attention yesterday?

Witness P

3. Is this the first you have seen personnel information about a particular person published in EC
minutes?
Thanks,
Deborah Diamond
D Diamond Consulting
(206) 200-3236
www.seattlefactfinding.com

From: Witness M
[mailto Witness M clark.edu]
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2019 1:38 PM
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To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Cc: Pia Bloom <pia@thomasbloomconsulting.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE: EC Minutes 5.28.19
Hi Deborah and Pia,
Person 21
In response to your questions, please see the below screenshot from our EC sharepoint.
and Bob
normally post the minutes shortly after each EC meeting. You will note that while there is an agenda for
5.28.19, these particular meeting minutes were not placed in the folder where I was told to look for
minutes after my first EC meeting. We do not use a process similar to Robert’s Rules of Order, where
draft minutes are circulated and then corrected (as necessary) and adopted through a series of motions
at the next meeting.
I’ve been hearing buzzing on campus about the 5.28.19 EC meeting but did not engage in conversations
to find out details because I did not want to be accused of any wrong doing or pressuring people
through my positional authority. I have also had experiences where people were talking and abruptly
stopped when I walked by. Little did I realize the “buzzing” was coming from EC meeting minutes that
were published to the campus community but not the EC sharepoint site. I believe this is yet another
attempt to slander me to the Clark College community behind my back and professionally discredit me
as woman of color and as someone who has been at the table advocating for social equity. Additionally,
our new president Sandra Fowler‐Hill, has been very detailed in reading information about the college
(including meeting minutes from various groups) so again I wonder has she read these meeting
minutes? I believe Bob Knight is trying to discredit me with the new interim president as well.
I have never seen this level of detail about a personnel matter or EC level recruitment provided in our EC
minutes (I was heavily involved in the
search where Witness B was the
successful incumbent). Moreover, our minutes are not this detailed for any topic. Publishing
information that an “inside candidate [was moved] forward who did not meet minimums” would be
damaging to the Clark College employee as well as the community’s faith in the hiring process. It is even
more disturbing that the information is intentionally and knowingly false. Moreover, as an HR
Person 21
professional, I would have strongly recommendated that
& Bob not publish any of the information
they chose to dissiminate, no matter who the identified individuals were.
I hope this helps, if I can be of further assistance, please let me know.
~Witness M
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‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: "Person 21 <Person 21 clark.edu>
Date: 7/18/19 4:27 PM (GMT‐08:00)
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] 05/28/2019 Minutes?
Depending upon the meeting topic and whether it is specifically called an “executive session” for a
specific discussion or if someone says “don’t include this discussion in the minutes”, statements made
can and may be redacted, but these minutes were posted to the internal intranet (not the public
website).
Person 21

Person 21

4[b]

From: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2019 5:10 PM
To: Person 21 <Person 21 clark.edu>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] 05/28/2019 Minutes?
I do not see that they were posted to the Executive Cabinet SharePoint site, where I see that other
minutes were posted. Any comment on that?
Thanks,
Deborah Diamond
D Diamond Consulting
(206) 200‐3236
From: Person 21 [mailto:Person 21 clark.edu]
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2019 11:13 AM
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] 05/28/2019 Minutes?
No, I don’t recall why they didn’t get posted.
Person 21

Person 21

4[b]
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Bob
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Hi Bob,
Just for clarity, I wanted to let you know I am still interested in continuing on as interim. I am hoping to
have my salary re-evaluated. I would like to be at range of an EC member.
Thank you for your consideration,
Witness P

From: Witnes Witness P
sP
Sent: Tuesday,
May 28, 2019 4:30 PM
To: Rekah Strong <Rekah.Strong@eocfwa.org>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Complaint form
Also,
I wanted to let you know that I had an impromptu one on one with Bob today in which he said he told
me that he has halted the entire hiring process. In this meeting, he said that there have been too many
holes in this process. HR had missteps, The committee didn't have the proper training and there was too
many issues with Company B He also said that I had an unfair advantage, I was there when they did the job
description and I knew the salary. AGAIN, I did NOT know any of this information and recused myself
in December. He told me that some people were moved in without the proper experience. He told me
that there needed to be 3 years of experience in a role such as this. I told him that wouldn't apply to me
because I had 3 years of experience. He then said that he was not "saying anything about anyone's
experience". He then told me that this could work in my favor, because I could get more experience with
the new President making the choice. He told me how much he really liked me and he hopes I know he
likes me (which felt very patronizing). Lastly, I told him that I wanted to continue on as Interim, but I
need a salary review. He went into how if he gave me a review, he'd have to talk to Person 15 and
back pay her, and then he'd need to talk to Person 16
and when
and Witness H took on more
responsibilities, they only got 5%. I explained to him that they were already at VP level pay before their
5%. He made up some weird story about how I am being paid at 85% of what Loretta is being paid and
HR told me that. I never once consulted with HR about my pay; He told me what my pay was, and I took
it because I knew what state that department was in.
Witness C

This is a lot.

Witness P

4[b]

Witness P

From: Knight, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2019 7:39:23 PM
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To: Witnes

Witness P

sP

Subject: Re:
Glad to know you want to stay on as interim and have already emailed Witness M about looking at your
salary.
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Witness H ‐ taking on
Perso ‐ filling in interim
n
58
Person
11 ‐

on

Person 30

role
‐ Associate

Witnes ‐ interim
sP

role

role
role
taking

year
2015
2017/18

Base Pay
105,292
114,520

Additional Pay
5,000

total pay
110,292
114,520

2014
2018

89,583
76,369

10,417
24,818

100,000
101,187

2018/19

65,207

10,000

75,207
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vacant position
salary
107,520 replacement hired in 2017
119,687 replacement hired in 2018
115,914 received progressive increases to $104,854 in 2017, replacement hired in 2017
faculty‐ helping in transition of
no vacant position per se
97,296 Person 33 salary
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Administrative & Mid-Level
Professional Salary Survey

March 2019
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ADMINISTRATIVE AND MID-LEVEL PROFESSIONAL SALARY SURVEY
2019

196070 Chief Campus

Administrator

Responsible for the protection of the institution from fortuitous loss. Advises senior management on all potential
sources of loss and on how to best reduce or eliminate loss. Represents the institution to the insurance market.
Previous job title:

Annualized
Salary
66,512
95,216
140,000
132,600
131,798

College/District
Clark
Clover Park
Shoreline
Tacoma
Whatcom
2019
Average
Median

113,225
131,798

Years of
Service in
Present Substantial
Position Other Duties Reporting Relationship
Chief Business Officer
2
5
Y
Chief Business Officer
V
Y
CEO, Single Institution
CEO, Single Institution
1
Y
7
Y
CEO, Single Institution
2018
Average
107,120
Median
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Good morning to you Witness M
I will begin by saying I appreciate everyone’s thoughts in this matter. I think this discussion goes to the
underlying core of some of the issues we are facing as a cabinet. We (I include myself in this) are all
receiving and perceiving communication in different ways. I believe the lack of trust in each other is
where it comes from. Somehow we need to find a way to gain that trust. I don’t know if it will happen
before I depart but I am willing to help lead that effort to begin the process to develop trust in EC. I
think this would be a good discussion at EC. I solicit your ideas.
Concerning your comments below, I don’t even want to use and say the term “new people”. Since we
don’t know the source or definition of “new people” I am not accepting your assumption about the two
“new people” at the bargaining table because the alleged comment was made in context of the 5%
budget cuts as I remember.
Based on your recommendation, I will look to add into the budget email a clear statement that the 5%
cut was a unanimous decision by all of Executive Cabinet.
Respectfully, I will now disengage from this conversation via email and would be willing to discuss in EC
or in person with you further.
Thanks for your thoughts,
Bob
From: Witness M
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2019 12:04 PM
To: Speer, Paul <PSpeer@clark.edu>; Jacobsen, Jane <JJacobsen@clark.edu>
Subject: FW: Email follow‐up
Hi Paul and Jane,
I hope you are having a great week thus far! I just wanted to share the following email chain (the
attached is Witness P response in the same chain). Please start from the bottom and read up. The
context for the 5% cut: Bob specifically made this comment to 3 EC members (not us)‐‐ and there is
supporting evidence if that’s of interest to you‐‐ yet he is working hard to get to the bottom of who
started the rumor. The retaliation is becoming untenable and I am increasingly concerned that this is
my reputation and professional integrity.
On a related note, I am hopeful that I will connect with Jennifer today as we previously discussed.
Thank you so much and my apologies for the disruption to your day!
Best,
~Witness M
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Executive Cabinet
December 4, 2018

Attendees:
Absent:
Guests:

Bob Knight, Witness C Witness H

Person 22
Person 59

Person 60

TOPIC

Person 14 Witness P

Witness E

Witness I

ACTION





Agenda Review & Adjustments





Enrollment

Person 60

Visit

Person 21

Witness O
DISCUSSION



Witness M

Running Start enrollment is up by 400 FTES. There is a higher
proportion of RS students who have turned in their verification
forms this year than same time last.
State enrollment is 14% behind last year which is a very large
gap. Returning students are down by 850 FTES. Student Affairs
are doing contact and outreach to the continuing students.
International enrollment is down by 9 FTES.
Guided Pathways Coach, Person 60 , reviewed yesterday’s
guided pathways sessions and shared her takeaways. She
advised EC to think deliberately as they continue to work
through themes she heard yesterday:
o There is still need for more communication and an
overarching narrative to share with the college community.
There must be a GP elevator speech that is clean and crisp.
There has to be a common, simple message that can be
carried throughout the entire organization. The pillar co‐
leads must be able to share the message and be explicit
about using it.
o All college communications have to include why the change
to guided pathways is being made and what it will look like.
o Make a simple graphic that lists all of the groups, their
members, and the members’ roles /responsibilities.
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Welcome to Per and
son
Add PDP
60
Add Public Records
Delete Grandmaster Keys

Witness O

TOPIC
o

o

o

o
o
o

o

o

o
Lori Suddick Visit

DISCUSSION
There should be a centralized location where the pillar
groups’ work can be placed; Witness I said it should be ready
this week.
People will continue to say there is no communication from
the college while leadership feels there is a lot. The
strategy to use is to tell people of all of the places they can
go for information; tell them where it is, what’s been
shared, and how to get to it. Constant repetition will
eventually stick and will smooth out over time as the
structure is put into place.
Have a conversation in core group on what support and
empowerment look like. Are there parameters around the
pillar groups for decision‐making? When do they need to
go to EC? Tell them when they do need EC and make sure
they know their check‐in points.
The pillar co‐lead model is going well. People understand
why it is important.
Infuse the growth mindset language in all interactions; it
will be very important moving forward.
EC must be open and honest in their commitments to and
communications with each other; people outside will do
the same if this is modeled.
Change management leadership principles are required.
Put an effort into EC’s professional development as well as
the core group and pillar leads.
Ask if people have the capacity to get the work done. EC
may have to decide what work can stop or be put on hold
while this change is implemented. If people are feeling
overwhelmed with work, things will slow down.
Student engagement—communicate with student
government and do a presentation to them and let them
get the word out about the change.
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ACTION

TOPIC

DISCUSSION














Removing Barriers and Creating
Equity



ACTION

EC members continued to share the strategies they learned
about during their research on how to remove barriers and
create equity for systemically non‐dominant groups.
A diversity council that looks into how inequity or potential
inequity is addressed by the college.
Assess board and cabinet minutes and results/decisions made to
see whether equity was considered in those decisions.
Creation of a diversity council takes place over a two‐day
weekend offsite retreat where individual biases are identified
and broken down and the group is then built back up to discuss
how to change college culture.
Embed diversity council members into other college committees
so all topics could be discussed through an equity lens.
HR is responsible for guiding the culture of the college and
setting up its infrastructure. They have built space into their
work for training and to see the impact of equity work in their
roles.
HR’s closure to walk‐ins on Friday is part of this change in order
to have specific PPI trainings around issues.
Development of communication protocols on how HR interacts
with each other and with the public.
HR is building out an employee development function that will
be presented to EC within the next couple of weeks.
Implementation of a mentorship program, additional PPI
training, shaping the culture, building community with a new
employee orientation.
Find out what is going right in the areas that are doing well and
have little turnover. Try to cross‐pollinate their strategies with
those areas not doing so well.
Encourage staff to attend social equity council meetings and
report back.
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Removing Barriers and Creating
Equity

“Speaking Truth and Acting with Integrity Study” on the
University of Missouri and what they did during a racial crisis.
The discussion touched on highlights of the report.
How to facilitate learning and trust within EC itself? EC must do
this if staff is to do this. Multnomah County equity plan is a good
start.
The Social Equity Plan has specific steps to address issues and
owners of the steps should be identified.
In addition to equity in hiring, have search committees take
unconscious bias training.
Interrupt the usual—reexamine customs that appear to be
diversity neutral but are actually exclusionary.
Conduct a review of policies and procedures through a social
equity lens. Systems may be in place that unintentionally
marginalize groups within your organization.
Work with the outside community to build a faculty and staff of
color network and connect your employees with the network.
Give Presidential Coins in recognition of diversity work.
Invest budget resources into succession planning for faculty and
staff.
Bring the ERG resource groups to EC meetings for updates on
their activities.
Look at how diversity can be incorporated into the Facilities
Master Plan in design, signage, art, etc.
Each area can have its own diversity and recruitment plan. A
college‐wide plan is great, but each department might have
trouble recruiting diverse candidates.
Recruit diverse employees the way star athletes are recruited.
Go out and find them.
Encourage people to move past training and try self‐reflection—
how do you incorporate other cultures into your work? How do
you build empathy? What is your role in creating an inclusive
environment?
Disaggregate data to look at retention of students and
employees. It is different across groups. Be cognizant of the
data. Demand intercultural competency of leadership. You
need a tool that would assist in doing this.
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TOPIC

DISCUSSION

ACTION



Removing Barriers and Creating
Equity

Public Records

Green dot training—how to step into and stop situations where
someone is being harassed or if someone is using offensive
language and disrupting it.
 Need practical tips on disrupting offensive behavior we are
seeing at the college.
 How to keep diversity in the forefront of EC? Weave into
meetings, goal planning, and modeled. What did we do and how
was equity mindedness involved?
 Go through the Social Equity Plan, update it, and publish what EC
members are committing to do in their own areas. EC is
responsible for the plan. Everyone on EC is responsible, not the
diverse membership.
Address bias with empathy and resolution. Bring bias‐based
incidents to cabinet as a standing item. Address specific issues that
come up on campus to stop the churn so that issues don’t become
paralyzing.
Witness H

is ready to release the first batch of requested emails
pending a conversation with the AAG today on protected
information.
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‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: "Witness H
<Witness H clark.edu>
Date: 7/5/19 10:24 AM (GMT‐08:00)
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Follow Up Question
Deborah ‐
I recall Witness P telling Executive Cabinet that her sister worked at Company A but in an area
unrelated to training. I believe she said her sister work in the restorative justice side of the organization.
She made this declaration before we had entered a contract with Company A for diversity training
for EC.
Thank,

Wit
nes
sFrom:
H Witness

H [mailto:Witness H clark.edu]
Sent: Friday, July 5, 2019 11:47 AM
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Follow Up Question
According to college policy, any contract under $25k can be signed by the EC
member. Anything $25k or higher must be signed by the president.

From: Witness H [mailto:Witness H clark.edu]
Sent: Friday, July 5, 2019 11:53 AM
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Follow Up Question
It would only be an issue if Witness P signed it without the authorization of the President. It could
be that she felt authorized to sign it since EC approved moving forward.
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This is a good reminder that sometimes intent doesn’t always match the impact and it’s important for us
all as leaders to continue to grow and learn, build and lean into those equity competencies. This way we
become good examples for our teams.
In community,

Witness P
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Skip to main content
Non-Student Discrimination and Harassment Grievance Complaint Form

Non-Student Discrimination and Harassment
Grievance Complaint Form
Clark College will use the information you provide to assist with resolving your grievance. By
signing this document and submitting a grievance, you consent to Clark College's disclosure of
any protected or confidential information that may be needed to review your grievance, including
referring grievances to another organization with jurisdiction and authority over the issue.

The information given in this grievance is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and I
understand that if I fail to respond to requests for additional information or to questions about
this grievance, the college may dismiss my grievance. Please note: Your submission of this
document serves as an electronic signature and indication that the information you have
submitted is true and accurate to the best of your knowledge.

Reporter Information
Enter your Name
First name
4[b]

Middle initial
Last name

4
[
b]

Witness A

Enter your Phone Information
Daytime phone number 4[b]
Evening phone Same
Cell phone Same
Enter your Address
Address line one
4[b]

Address line two
City
4[b]

State
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From: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, July 5, 2019 4:29:19 PM
To: Witnes Witness P
s P [EXTERNAL] Confirm?
Subject:
Do you confirm this statement by Witness A



On June 10, 2019, Interim
Witness P
informed me that President Knight also mentioned to her that I had placed
inappropriate content against Clark College on my Facebook page.

Witness P
From:
[mailto:Witness P clark.edu]
Sent: Friday, July 5, 2019 4:32 PM
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Confirm?

Yes. He told me that Witne and I were in a conversation about something else and she brought up
ss A
the statement and I told
her I knew about it she asked me how, and I told her that he told me
about it.
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From: Person 20 <Person 20 clark.edu>
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2019 8:36 AM
To: Knight, Robert <rknight@clark.edu>
Subject: Re: request for information

Hello President Knight,
Witness O

I have had a brief conversation with our WPEA steward and classified staff member,
regarding a request for information that pertains to any possible problematic behavior on
the part of the
We understand the concern and the request.
Unfortunately, due to the current position cuts and the very real possibility of retaliation, it is
difficult to for staff to come forward with any specific incidents that they are willing to relate to
administration or the Board of Trustees. Further, we are at a loss as to how to communicate the
request to the campus classified staff without creating an uproar. Again, we understand the
nature of the request and would like to facilitate information flow, but do not see a safe means to
do so.
I consider this a confidential matter and if you have any insight as to how we can help facilitate
the request for information, please let me know.
Thank you.

Person 20
4[b]

From: Knight, Robert
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2019 9:36 AM
To: Person 20 <Person 20 clark.edu>
Subject: RE: Re: request for information
Person 20

Witness O

To be clear, I did not make the initial request for information about the
spoke to me a couple
of months ago and informed me that there were complaints from many employees about the
I told
her what the options were. I first encouraged her and the others to go to the
to express their
concerns but she did not feel nor did she feel others would be comfortable doing that. I then told her
she should and others should go to HR and inform HR what their complaints were.
informed me
that they didn’t feel safe going to HR either. I told her and anyone else that had complaints that they
Witness O
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Jane stated that she didn't know why he would say that because the board has no open investigation nor would
they because they don't involve themselves in personnel issues. She said she did tell him a few weeks ago that
if there were any complaints that people should write them down and they can be shared with the interim. She
said this was due to the meetings that she and Paul Spear had with EC members and there were some
complaints shared but she said none were about me.
I expressed to her that this was retaliation and she said it wasn't because he hadn't read the full complaints.
She said that she will not address this tonight because she was tired and "not good at night" but that she would
talk to him tomorrow and I should be honest and keep my head up and keep going.
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I do have concerns with how this occurred in the first place. When I learned of the contracts going out
under my signature without my consent I contacted you. You informed me that the cause of the mistake
was that Person

19 who had recently retired from your office, failed to inform her replacement about

the process to handle the contracts with an electronic signature. While that may be true it does not excuse
how anyone in HR could reasonably believe it is proper to use anyone’s signature on any document
without their consent first. Secondly, during the June 11, 2019 executive cabinet meeting you mentioned
the 2019/2020 salary contracts would be going out next week. I informed you then that they don’t go out
without my authorization and you acknowledged.
In the future, please have a process in place that prevents any electronic signature from going out without
getting the individual’s authorization. I would encourage you to use the standardized form that we have
in place in HR. That form only allows the individual’s signature to be used for that one specific use that
is designated on the form.
Bob
From: Witness M
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2019 10:55 AM
To: Knight, Robert <rknight@clark.edu>
Cc: Person 21 <Person 21 clark.edu>; Jacobsen, Jane <JJacobsen@clark.edu>; Jennifer Mankowski Dixon
<jenniferm1@atg.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: 2019/20 Salary Contracts
Bob,
Thank you for your message. I have already spoken with Person 27 and Witness R to find out how and when
the Admin/Exempt contract template (that has your electronic signature embedded in it) is used. Here
are my learnings:


The last documented record we could find of HR requesting authorization to issue contracts was
June 2017.



In June 2018 – HR has no documentation that your authorization was obtained prior to sending
out contracts for the ‘18‐‘19 academic year.



In December 2018 – HR has no documentation that your authorization was obtained prior to
sending out contracts reflecting the 3% pay increase effective January 1, 2019.



HR has never obtained your authorization to send out Admin/Exempt contracts for new hires,
reallocations, off‐cycle pay increases, etc.

There is no written documentation on how to create and process Admin/Exempt contracts given that
one employee was responsible for doing so over the course of at least 10 years. Unfortunately, during
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training and information sharing on contracts, Per did not share any authorization requirement with
or Person 27 (or me). Also, as a point of son
clarification, whilePer retired on May 1st, I specifically
19 Person 27
soncurrent contract cycle.
hired
to come back on an hourly basis to assist
with this

Witness R

19

Given the aforementioned inconsistencies in practice and the lack of policy, it was not unreasonable for
HR staff (who are all new to the organization and/or to their role in compiling and delivering contracts)
to be unaware there was a signature authorization required.
As a result of these learnings, I have spoken with Witness R and Person 27 asked that no contract be issued
and distributed to any employee without your prior authorization. We will use the form we located
from June 2017. Additionally, no appointment letters will go out containing VP electronic signatures
without prior written authorization.
As a point of clarification: when I was providing the contract distribution update at EC and mentioned
“the faculty contracts had already gone out and Admin/Exempt would go out this week” you
commented “not without my authorization” then laughed at your statement. There was no further
discussion between us (nor did we have any prior conversations during the December 2018 contract
distribution process) which was specifically why I expressed shock during our June 21st conversation
when you asked me if I remembered what you said during EC and it took a minute for me to recall it.
I now have clarity on your expectations and will move forward based on the above information.
Sincerely,
~Witness M
From: Knight, Robert [mailto:rknight@clark.edu]
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2019 5:36 PM
To: Witness M
<Witness M clark.edu>
Cc: Person 21 <Person 21 clark.edu>; Jacobsen, Jane <JJacobsen@clark.edu>; Jennifer Mankowski Dixon
<jenniferm1@atg.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: 2019/20 Salary Contracts
Witness M

Thanks for your response.
The reason there is no record for the 2018 contract is because the legislative budget was approved very
late in the year. I believe it was the last day or two of the fiscal year. Employees weren’t even signing
their contracts until after the new fiscal year started. I recall giving a verbal authorization to use my
signature in order to expedite the contract process. Even though I did give verbal authorization best
practice should have been to put something in writing in the file but I wasn’t concerned because I had
given verbal authorization. You should find documentation authorizing my signature the previous 9
years in your HR files.
Concerning your other comments I would applaud and encourage you to put in improved practices that
will document authorization when someone’s signature is being used.
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Despite all of the reasons below that you state about why the authorization was not obtained you admit
that I said to you about the contracts, “not without my authorization”. You knew on June 11, 2019 that
my authorization was needed and it still didn’t happen. I have yet to hear a reason why authorization
was not obtained after you were made aware that authorization was required.
Bob
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For authorization to use the Chief
Executive Officer’s signature on high
volume correspondence

SIGNATURE
REQUEST

CLARK COLLEGE
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

If you would like to utilize Bob Knight’s signature on a form letter or any printed material
please fill out completely the information below then submit it to Bob Knight at Mail Stop
#09 for approval. Once approved Bob Knight’s office will contact you regarding release of
the digital signature for your use.
Name: Person

19

Department: Human Resources

Title:
Mail Stop: BRD133

Phone: 992-2619
Purpose of Use: Administrative/Exempt contracts for 2017-2018. This is the same
process used last year. I have attached the master contract and individual data.
There will be 95 contracts.

Number of Signatures Requested: 95

Date Requested: 6/20/17

Approved by President

Date
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based on WA state
legislature

Revised November 2017
Goals/Plan/Strategy
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1:00 p.m.

Witness H
4[b]

Witness H clark.edu
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D Diamond Consulting
(206) 200-3236
-------- Original message -------From: "Witness M
<Witness M clark.edu>
Date: 7/18/19 5:04 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Personnel Action Request (Witness O
Hi Deborah,
On or about February 15, 2019 Person 30 then
wrote
to Person 19 then
requesting a reclassification for Witness O (see
attached PDFs). Typically, reallocations are completed in 60 days and employees are paid retroactively
back to the initial date of filing. Person 19 former
who retired effective May 1st,
Per
completed the analysis sometime in April 2019. I located
s handwritten notes from March on the
topic and they are attached… in the notes, Per specificallyson
documents that
is performing higher
19
son
Per
level duties. However,
did not finish the reallocation before she retired. Person 27 (
19
) “inherited”
the Witness O reallocation, gave a 21‐day notice to the
th
th
WPEA Rep advised
Union on June 7 , and at June 27 ’s Labor Management meeting, Person 63
management they did not plan to bargain the impacts of Witness O position being reallocated out of
the bargaining unit. On July 2nd, I notified Person 27 that the union was not planning to demand to
Witness O
bargain the impacts of removing
position from the bargaining unit. On Monday, July 8th, Person 27
completed the reallocation. Because this position became admin/exempt, it is my understanding we
use Admin/Exempt contracts moving forward, not PAFs. I have attached both contracts. The first covers
2/15/19‐6/30/19 and the second was effective 7/1/19 because of the new academic year (FYI all
admin/exempt employees sign new contracts each year). The most recent PAF I could find for
was when she was still a classified employee and Instruction authorized HR to move her salary to
Step M (attached). Person 19 approved that request.
Witness O

Witness O

I hope this information is helpful… If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.
~Witness M

From: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2019 5:28 PM
To: Witness M
<Witness M clark.edu>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Personnel Action Request (Witness O

President Knight said there was a PAF awaiting his signature giving
$11,000/year with $4,000 in backpay. What is that?
Thanks,
Deborah Diamond
D Diamond Consulting
(206) 200-3236
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Witness O

a 22% increase of

From: Witness M
[mailto Witness M clark.edu]
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2019 5:44 PM
To: D Diamond Consulting <ddiamondconsulting@msn.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Personnel Action Request (Witness O
Hi Deborah, the PAF is a Personnel Action Form. It is my understanding that we do not use them for
admin/exempt staff. Person 27 (who would be the subject matter expert on this) is out of the office until
Wednesday of next week. I also had our HRCA2 go through our filing and provided the only recent PAF
she could find for
which I attached in my previous email. There was also an email between Bob and
Person 27
where she was responding to a request to explain the process (which she did) and requested the
Witness O
use of Bob’s signature on the contract. The contracts that I provided you also show
new salary
and the PAF provided her classified salary when they moved her to M. So, her monthly salary in her
classified position was $3985 and her reallocated salary effective 7/1 is $5064 which I believe is the
increase Bob is referencing. Hope that clarifies…
Witness O

~Witness M
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July 2, 2019
Person 17

To:

From: Person 27
Re:

Position Review Decision

As requested, I have completed a review of Witness O position classified as
in
the Office of Instruction. The purpose of a position review is to determine which classification best
describes the overall duties and responsibilities of a position. A position review is neither a
measurement of the volume of work accomplished, nor an evaluation of the expertise with which
that work is performed. A position review is a comparison of the duties and responsibilities of a
particular position to the available classification specifications. This review results in a determination
of the class that best describes the overall duties and responsibilities of the position.
The following are current and future major duties of the





position:

Connect the various advisory and decision making bodies both on- and off- campus for the
purpose(s) of aligning, planning, developing, implementing, directing and evaluating
curriculum and instructional program approval processes.
Provide leadership, guidance and management of various processes related to curriculum and
instruction; manages instructional support; provides administrative and technical assistance
to the campus and community;
Address a wide variety of administrative processes; and ensure this work is done through the
lens of PPI and student success.
Ensure College is in compliance with federal and legislative policies, and in accordance with
governing bodies and accreditors.

A classified
position plan, organize, direct and coordinate operations for
programs. They oversee day-to-day program operations, function as the program representative and
resources, have extensive contact with program participants and outside entities, and resolve
problems within a delegated area of authority.
Typical work statements for

include:



Provides information and technical assistance to program participants, staff and outside
entities regarding program content, policies and activities and recommends alternative
courses of action; promotes the program with outside organizations and resources;



Attends meetings and/or conferences as the program representative; develops and makes
public presentations on program related topics;
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Confers regularly with staff and outside entities regarding the interpretation and
implementation of program policies; participates in establishing program standards and
identifying areas for program development;



Monitors program activities in relation to established program goals; within established
program parameters, determines variances from program standards;
Witness O

While some of the work
performs is described in the state classification, it does not reflect the
change in the level and scope of her current responsibility. In addition, with the departure of the
Associate Dean of Instructional Operations and the appointment of an
has been tasked with performing some of the work for whom the
previous Associate Dean was responsible. The current
has a much
higher oversight of the work than the previous Associate Dean.
has taken on a more active role
on committees; she is more involved on bringing in topics for discussion; she researches state
policies; and does direct reporting to various state agencies.
Witness O

Witness O

Witness O

The work
performs meets the criteria described in the Fair Labor Standards Act for
Administrative exemption.
exercises discretion and independent judgment with respect to
matters of significance.
Witness O

This position also has responsibilities that meet the exempt definition as described in RCW 41.06.070
(2) (a) “professional employees in an institution or related board having substantial responsibility for
directing or controlling program operations and accountable for allocation of resources and program
results” and “the formulation of institutional policy“.
In summary, I have determined that the
position meets the criteria of an
administrative/exempt position and intend to reallocate it to
effective February 15, 2019. The new exempt title is
The salary
placement is pay grade/step is 5A $60,768.
Review Rights
You may request a Director's review of the results of this reallocation notice to the Director of the
Office of Human Resources within (30) calendar days of being provided the notice of reallocation.


The 30-day time period begins on the date the allocation decision, if provided by alternate
method such as email, the 30-day time period begins on the date you receive the notice
(WAC 357-04-105).



The Director’s review is the first step in the appeal process and your request for review
must be received (not postmarked) in the Director’s Review Office within 30 days of
service of the position review results or reallocation notice.



You may file in person, by mail, or by fax (but not by email) to the following address:
Office of the State HR Director
Director’s Review Program
Insurance Building
302 Sid Snyder Ave SW
172
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Job Description
Job Description

Purpose Statement
The role of
anager connects the various advisory and decision making
bodies both on and off campus for the purpose(s) of aligning, planning, developing, implementing,
directing and evaluating curriculum and instructional program approval processes. In addition it
provides leadership, guidance and management of various processes related to curriculum and
instruction; manages instructional support; provides administrative and technical assistance to the
campus and community; addresses a wide variety of administrative processes; and ensures this work
is done through the lens of PPI and student success. This role provides an essential function in
ensuring College compliance with federal and legislative policies, and in accordance with governing
bodies and accreditors.

Essential Functions











Manages and evaluates curricular and instructional process documents and databases
including but not limited to curriculum, program, outcome, college articulations, advisory
committee(s), and other initiatives as identified by the college.
Provides leadership, direction and support to ensure all instructional programs are approved
by SBCTC, NWCCU, Department of Education, Veterans Affairs, Washington Career
Bridge, Oregon Career Bridge and other government and private bodies.
Works collaboratively and provides a central communication point with Directors, Deans,
Division Chairs, Managers, Coordinators and Faculty to ensure effective coordination,
support and utilization of all curricular and programmatic processes in accordance with
College and government policy
Assists in planning and coordinating of comprehensive articulations between programs and
colleges and universities and ensures compliance with articulation agreements from both the
academic and business perspective
Directs and supports the improvement of curriculum and/or programs through the
continuing evaluation and revision of Clark data as it relates to process adoption of materials
and artifacts necessary for the continued compliance of programs and the institution.
Works in collaboration with other evaluative bodies to ensure data remains current and
accurate in order to correctly inform policy decision.
Coordinates with the Outcome Assessment Director to ensure that curricular and
programmatic changes are data driven, student centered and include the PPI lens.
Directs, coordinates, implements and evaluates policies and processes related to the function
of instructional operations in accordance with Clark, state and federal laws and regulations,
compliance bodies, and other stakeholders as they relate to the Office of Instruction.
Implements initiatives that relate to curricular and instructional goals and objectives;
provides continuous evaluation of the progress related to the Strategic, Academic, and Social
Equity plans.
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Oversees revision and maintenance of all materials that relate to instructional operations,
curricula and programs (course schedules, catalog, handbooks, training materials, websites,
databases and policies).
Serves as Clark College Liaison for various entities including but not limited to: ICRC and
BLC. Provides continuing evaluation of partnerships and external stakeholder expectations.
Directs, trains, and supports technological advancements such as ctcLink and Courseleaf.
Responds to questions, complaints and requests for information about curriculum,
programs, supporting documentation and procedures; participates on a variety of boards and
commissions; attends and participates in professional groups and committees; and assists
with challenges and provide problem-solving expertise.
Coordinates activities within assigned responsibilities with those of other departments and
outside agencies and organizations; provides staff assistance to others as needed.
Collects, analyzes, and presents complex technical data; identifies potential problems and
evaluates alternative solutions; prepares sound recommendations.
Keeps abreast of current and proposed laws and industry/educational trends related to
assigned responsibilities.
Performs personnel supervisory functions (e.g. interviewing, hiring, evaluating, training,
staffing, scheduling, supervising, etc.).
Performs other related duties, as assigned, for the purpose of ensuring an efficient and
effective work environment.

Supporting Strategic, Academic, and Social Equity Plans






A campus culture that embraces evidence-based decision-making
A campus culture that supports strategic professional development and continuous
programmatic improvement
A transparent, effective, and accessible processes that inform and engage all stakeholders
Alignment between College Mission, Academic Plan, Strategic Plan, Social Equity Plan,
Accreditor expectations, and Guided Pathways Plan
Efficient, student-centered, and inclusive practices
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ADMINISTRATIVE/EXEMPT
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

CLARK COLLEGE
HUMAN RESOURCES

2018 – 2019

Name: Witness O

Date: July 15, 2019

This is to notify you of your appointment at Clark College as
February 15, 2019 and continuing through June 30, 2019.

for the period beginning

In consideration of appropriate performance of this contract, your salary for the fiscal year, determined in accordance with
your position assignment, is $22,348 (computed on an annual salary base of $58,998.) Your pay grade and step on the
administrative/exempt salary schedule is 5A. Your salary will be paid in semi-monthly installments from July 25, 2018
through July 10, 2019.
This contract may be terminated by the College at any time, provided, the College will provide notice at least 90 days prior
to the termination date. Should the College exercise this clause, the College has no further obligation to provide
assignments, benefits or future employment. If this contract is terminated before the end of the contract year, your salary
will be prorated according to applicable Office of Financial Management procedures. You will also be paid for accrued and
unused vacation leave credits not to exceed 240 hours. If you request to be released from this contract, the College
requests that you provide a 60-day notice. In the event the College determines that it will not renew this Contract for the
following year, the College will provide notice of nonrenewal no later than 90 days prior to the expiration of the term.
This offer of employment is made subject to the following, as now or hereafter amended: the laws, regulations, and
procedures of the State of Washington, the rules of the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges, the rules of
the Board of Trustees of Clark College and the administrative procedures of the College as set forth in the Clark College
Board Policies and Administrative Procedures Manual. Your duties and responsibilities shall be as set forth in said manual
as now or hereafter amended. This contract is further subject to the availability of funds.
It is mutually agreed that, in the event that funds are made available for the purpose of increasing salaries during the
period of this contract, the salary which is provided for herein may be increased subject to the availability of such funds to
the College and other such distribution guidelines as may be adopted by the State Board for Community and Technical
Colleges and/or the College.
It is understood and agreed that you are subject to assignment of duties and reassignment or transfer by the President or
designee.
This writing constitutes the complete agreement between the parties, and there are no other oral or written agreements or
parts of agreements except those referred to herein.
To indicate your acceptance of this appointment, please sign this employment contract and return it to Human Resources.
This offer of employment expires July 22, 2019 and becomes invalid unless received or postmarked prior to the expiration
date, or unless the expiration date is officially extended.

Board of Trustees of Clark College, District 14
1933 Fort Vancouver Way, Vancouver, WA 98663

By:

Date: 7/15/19
President
ACCEPTANCE OF EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

I hereby accept this employment contract and the terms and conditions thereof.

Signed:

File (original)
Payroll (yellow)

Date:

CLARK COLLEGE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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ADMINISTRATIVE/EXEMPT
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

CLARK COLLEGE
HUMAN RESOURCES

2019 – 2020

Name: Witness O

Date:

This is to notify you of your appointment at Clark College as
1, 2019 and continuing through June 30, 2020.

July 15, 2019

for the period beginning July

In consideration of appropriate performance of this contract, your salary for the fiscal year, determined in accordance with
your position assignment, is $ 60,768. Your pay range on the administrative/exempt salary schedule is 5A. Your salary will
be paid in semi-monthly installments from July 25, 2019 through July 10, 2020.
This contract may be terminated by the College at any time, provided, the College will provide notice at least 90 days prior
to the termination date. Should the College exercise this clause, the College has no further obligation to provide
assignments, benefits or future employment. If this contract is terminated before the end of the contract year, your salary
will be prorated according to applicable Office of Financial Management procedures. You will also be paid for accrued and
unused vacation leave credits not to exceed 240 hours. If you request to be released from this contract, the College
requests that you provide a 60-day notice. In the event the College determines that it will not renew this Contract for the
following year, the College will provide notice of nonrenewal no later than 90 days prior to the expiration of the term.
This offer of employment is made subject to the following, as now or hereafter amended: the laws, regulations, and
procedures of the State of Washington, the rules of the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges, the rules of
the Board of Trustees of Clark College and the administrative procedures of the College as set forth in the Clark College
Board Policies and Administrative Procedures Manual. Your duties and responsibilities shall be as set forth in said manual
as now or hereafter amended. This contract is further subject to the availability of funds.
It is mutually agreed that, in the event that funds are made available for the purpose of increasing salaries during the
period of this contract, the salary which is provided for herein may be increased subject to the availability of such funds to
the College and other such distribution guidelines as may be adopted by the State Board for Community and Technical
Colleges and/or the College.
It is understood and agreed that you are subject to assignment of duties and reassignment or transfer by the President or
designee.
This writing constitutes the complete agreement between the parties, and there are no other oral or written agreements or
parts of agreements except those referred to herein.
To indicate your acceptance of this appointment, please sign this employment contract and return it to Human Resources.
This offer of employment expires July 22, 2019, and becomes invalid unless received or postmarked prior to the expiration
date, or unless the expiration date is officially extended.

Board of Trustees of Clark College, District 14
1933 Fort Vancouver Way, Vancouver, WA 98663

By:

Date: 7/15/19
President
---------------------------------------------------ACCEPTANCE OF EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

I hereby accept this employment contract and the terms and conditions thereof.

Signed:

File (original)
Payroll (yellow)

Date:
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